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Portland developers and homeowners are facing a new historic preservation ordinance

Old neighborhoods, new rules
By Sheila Kinkade

It was mid-August when Jonathan Nolan decided
to remove a ramp and replace the steps leading up to
a side entrance of his Victorian home on West Street. A
contractor.by profession, Nolan planned to do the job
himself. He purchased the lumber, proceeded to tear
away what was left of the old stairs and began constructing a slightly more elaborate, sturdier set of
stairs. The home-improvement project would be finished in a few days, Nolan figured. But several weeks
later, just the skeleton of the stairway led to Nolan's
back door. On the ground lay a stack of two-by-fours
and several piles of bricks.

Nolan's project was delayed because his house is
located in one of Portland's eight newly designated
historic districts. Little did he know that in waiting
until the final weeks of summer to apply for a building
permit, his steps would have to climb through guidelines of the Historic Preservation Ordinance that was
enacted August 1.
Before he could hammer a nail, Nolan was told by
the Department of Planning and Urban Development
that he would need to apply for a "certificate of appropriateness." The application, along with any plans,
drawings or photographs of the job site, would be
passed on to members of the newly formed Historic
Preservation Committee for review ata public hearing.

Nolan was also told he would be charged a fee of about
$175 to cover the expense of notifying those within 500
feet of his house of his plans and to cover his share of
the cost of a legal notice to be printed in the newspaper.
Nolan says he has long supported historic preservation, but says, "It's the details of the ordinance that
become cumbersome." Nolan's steps are now finished,
buta myriad of other cases, big and small, are winding
their way through a new and complex process. And
while most people faced With the new rules agreed
that historic buildings shouldn't be tom down or
marred,fewrealizedhowmuchredtapewouldunravel
to protect those buildings.
Continued on page 6
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Jonathan Nolan and his dog Abbott, who sits atop the stairs approved by the Historic Preservation Committee.

INSIDE
By Wayne Curtis

Backpackers on small hiking trips tend to dwell on
small things: The discomfort of their pack's shoulder
straps. The soreness of their thighs the second .morning. The sun's reluctance to break through the clouds.
On longer trips -like a six-month trek on the
Appalachian Trail- the focus changes. After a month
or two, hikers come to terms with imperfect packs and
imperfect weather, with bunions and blisters. They
begin worrying about trees and acid rain. About cities
and fear and the role of religion. About society.
Every year, a small army of hikers invades Maine

bearing big thoughts. They slip in near Bethel, then
strike northeast for more than 250 miles, hoping to
make Mt. Katahdin - the northern terminus of the
Appalachian Trail - before the snows close the summit
in mid-October. Around 100 northbound hikers make
it each year.
Most fail to work out the problems of the world.
But many at least figure out where they fit into the big
picture, and what they'll do with themselves when
they emerge from the mountains. Over the course of
six months they build more than just strong legs. They
build strong minds and a strong sense of community.
Continued on page 10
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40% OFF SALE
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BAUHAUS----,
Sofas, Sleepers,
Love Seats and
Chairs ...
The latest styles
and fabrics to
choose from .. .
all in stock for
immediate
delivery.
Don 't Miss This Sale!
major credit card•• In·otore financing· free p..king
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288 Fore Street. 170 Park Street. High Street
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Sterling Silver, 14k and 18k gold .
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Rings and Pendants

american crafts
44 Exchange Street
Portland, ME 04101
772-4880

An ancient symbol of
productiveness, wisdom and life.
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Tempting Soups & Sandwiches • Excellent Salads
Fresh Ground Coffees
• Fresh Baked Bread
Mouth Watering Turkey Dinner • Fabulous Quiche and Pate
Delicious Desserts including Cheesecake and homemade pies.
For those watching their weight food exchange meals available
and more!
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Black Tie Gourmet Shop
871 Broadway • South Portland
open lOam to 6:30pm, mono thru fri.
799-7119
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FREE DESSERT
with any entree purchase

Black Tie Gourmet Shop
871 Broadway • South Portland
799-7119

one coupon per entree • good through 11 fj 1/90

A review of the top news stories affecting
Greater Portland: October 9 through 16, 1990.

Right wing groups target Casco Bay Weekly
A Christian youth group citing the "outrageous views" of
Casoo Bay Weekly is threatening to boycott businesses that
don't stop advertising in it. And a Portlander who inserted
political pamphlets in Casco Bay Weekly on the sly has taken
advantage of Casco Bay Weekly for free advertising.
"I was shocked when I saw that your business advertised in
the Casco Bay Weekly," began a letter sent to 30 Casco Bay
Weekly advertisers by Matthew DeRienzo, 14, director of
Christian Teen Alliance. The letter suggests that CBW editor
and publisher Monte Paulsen advocated for abortion in his
Sept. 27 oover story about overpopulation. It also criticized the
paper for accepting advertisements for "adults only" phone
lines and printing an Oct. 4 interview with Nadine Strossen, a
lawyer with the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU). "Do
you view the radical, leftist, ACLU as favorably as the Casco
Bay Weekly does?" the letter asks. The letter also states that
"most citizens strongly disagree with the outrageous views of
(CBW). Most of them would be willing to avoid using the
services of those who supported it."
More than half of the advertisers who received the letter
were contacted by CBW. None of those advertisers said they
would stop advertising in the paper.
Tim Tillman, manager of Downeast Pharmacy, said the
boyoott was "right off the wall." Said Tillman: "It's exactly the
approach that the Fascists used in Nazi Germany. One of the
first things they went after was silencing the press."
"It wouldn' t surprise me if these are the same people that
paint swastikas all over the place," added Phil Stein, whose
Stein Glass Gallery advertises in CBW.
Daniel F. Weatherbee, owner of Svenska tanning and hair
salon, called DeRienzo's effort a "Christian hate campaign." In a
letter he wrote back to DeRienzo, Weatherbee said, "1 feel
inclined to tell you that 1 am familiar with your type of dysfunctional religiOUS foolishness and that you are a looney... You
should stop hiding behind the church and the name of God for
your trouble-making."
"When you take a stand for the Christian faith, you're going
to be criticized," said DeRienzo. "It certainly is going against
the flow. It certainly is foreign in this world."
DeRienzo said Christian Teen Alliance is in its "beginning
phases" and has fewer than 10 members. The boyoott "is one of
the first things that we organized." He said he was "involved in
many other pro-life groups" that may become part of the
boyoott. Told that advertisers so far have had nothing but
negative reaction to his group's effort, DeRienzo said, "I know
what I'm doing is right... We wouldn't undertake it if we didn't
hope and pray that it would be effective on a few advertisers."
While DeRienzo and company put the pressure on CBW
advertisers, Portland's Bill Harrigan was confuSing CBW
readers. Two readers contacted CBW on Oct. 12 after they
discovered an anti-gay, anti-abortion political pamphlet had
been inserted before they picked up the paper. The pamphlet,
which aims to convince voters that Karen Evans should be
elected over Gerard P. Conley for the District 30 Maine Senate
seat, was the subject of an Oct. 11 story in the paper. Conley is
labelled "a proponent of the gay rights bill" and a supporter of
abortion in the pamphlet, which he said was "trying to play on
people's prejudices."
Casoo Bay Weekly and other newspapers normally receive a
fee for inserts in their paper. The paper neither recei ved a fee
nor authorized the insertion of the political pamphlet.
Harrigan, the president of Dads Against Drug Dealers
(DADD), said his group paid for and distributed the pamphlet.
He said he decided to insert the pamphlets "because so many
people asked me for the pamphlet who read the Casco Bay
Weekly." He said he inserted 50 pamphlets in papers that had
been left at the Shaw's Supermarket at Westgate Shopping
Center, and that he hadn't inserted them in papers at any other
sites.
But neither of the two readers who oontacted CBW got their
paper at that Shaw's: Portland's Charlie Ipcar said he had
picked up his paper at the Forest Avenue Shop 'n Save;
Portland's Grace Hague said she had picked hers up at the
Pratt-Abbot dry cleaner at Westgate.
"I have no idea how they got there," Harrigan said.
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On the night of Oct. 10, about 30 people from the
Maine Animal Coalition protested Cape Elizabeth's
special bowhunt to reduce the deer population. As the
Town Council met Inside, the demonstrators marched
around Cape Elizabeth Town Hall and sang choruses of
"We Shall Overcome." Cape Elizabeth hunters, fanners
and driven have blamed the unusually large herd for
damaging crops and gardens, and for cMlslng traffic
accidents. As of Oct. 16, nine deer had been killed In
Cape Elizabeth.

One Bancorp
expects $20-$25
million thlrdquarter loss
The One Bancorp, parent
company of Maine Savings
Bank, announced that it
would show a third-quarter
loss of $20 million to $25
million when the final figures
are posted soon. The holding
company currently has a
negative net worth.
Chief Financial Officer
Donald Restuccia said, 'We
are not oonsidered insolvent
under the laws of the state of
Maine. We are solvent unless
we fail to meet our obligations." He said a gain had not
been posted for the holding
company since the third
quarter of 1988.
The bank attributes the
losses mainly to bad real
estate loans.

DA candidate
faces ethics
charges, calls
timing political
Stephanie Anderson, the
Republican candidate for
Cumberland County district
attorney, faces ethics code
violation charges but will not
have her day in ooUTt until
after the election. Bar oounsel
J. Scott Davis filed a petition
Oct. 1 with the Maine Board
of Overseers of the Bar
charging Anderson and her
former law partner, Claudia
Sharon, with ethics code
violations when they represented Scarborough Downs
in 1988. Anderson, who
denies any wrongdoing,
claims the timing of the
petition was political and that
her opponent, Democrat
David Perkins, knew about it
before she did.
"I find it very sad that this
petition was filed just a few
weeks before the election.
This case was a matter of
public rerord two years ago
and the original oomplaint
was filed more than a year
ago, but I won't have my
hearing until after the
election. I wanted this to
come out a long time ago. I'm
not afraid of the truth," said
Anderson.

Perkins denied that he
knew anything about the
petition before reading about
it in the papers and said he
felt sure that the timing of the
petition was not politically
motivated. "I'm sure the
Board of Overseers (of the
Bar) is fully insulated from
politics. This whole thing is
very unfortunate. I'd hoped
to focus on the issues of the
office of district attorney."
When questioned about
Anderson's allegation that
the timing of the petition was
politically motivated, Bar
oounsel Davis said, "Nothing
could be further from the
truth. We took this case as it
came up. It's not uncommon
to have a petition filed a year
to 18 months after a complaint is made." He added
that additional staff had
recently been hired to help
wi th the backlog of ethics
cases.

Portland water
bills to increase 75
percent or more
Portland Water District
(PWD) bills will increase at
least 75 percent to fund a
water system upgrade
required by the Federal Safe
Water Drinking Act (SWDA).
Joseph Taylor, general
manager of PWD, said that
rates could be phased in over
a three-year period beginning
in 1992, but he stressed that is
only one of several possible
scenarios.
Taylor said approximately
$42.5 million will be spent on
several related projects. More
than half of that money ($26.9
million) will be used to
upgrade the disinfection
facility at Sebago Lake, to
build new raw and finished
water pumping systems and
to construct a pipeline to the '
Standish area. Construction
of a lO-million gallon concrete reservoir at Rocky Hill
in Westbrook will oost about
$5.1 million, and extension of
a transmission mainline to
connect with the new reservoir will oost about $6.2
million. ApprOXimately $4.3
million will be spent cleaning
and relining the 42-inch

ContinlUd on page 4

ACKAGE PRICE
Here's how it works:

Buy any frame, futon plus
futon cover and save 10%
Full size, as shown:
Frame
reg. 33900..... NOW $279.00
7 1(2" cotton futon .... $119.00
Solid color cover.. .... $ 59.00
Less iO% .................. $~
You Pay............

$4II30

Made in the U.S.A.this handsome, fine
quality frame opens
and closes into a
bed with one
smooth movement.
Special selling for
10 days only, so
please come early
for our best
selection.
Also availabl~ in
queen size.
Pair your frame with

any of our highest
You save $105,70 off
quality futons, the
our everyday low prices!
~:--~_"""'!!"""_ _ _ _. . thickest, heaviest
styles made only for us. Or
our extensive in stock selection
of frames, futons and futon covers - the largest in New England.
We carry no wood products from rain forests.
Futons made special!y for us by

C1J2ld Bon5J)
TH£ GREATEST NAME IN SLEfP

FUTON FURNISHINGS
Great Quality at Great Prices!

621 Forest Avenue near Woodfords Corner, Portland, Maine 871·0578
Mon & Thurs 10·8, Tues, Wed & Fri 10-7, Sat 9·5, Sun 12·5
Visa, Masler<:ard, Americall Express, DtscQlJer IUtd
~'isJo~cllrollGuarallleed • Exit 6B Rt.
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INTERIOR LANDSCAPING
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FlO\NER DELIVERY
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772·4635

Computerized Accounting Systems
Consulting, Training, Support
MS DOS and Mac

BLACK COFFEE DESIGN
PUBLICATIONS •
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..........................................•........

UNTERHALTER & CO.
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Hidden Image
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ANNOUNCES:

Three New
,Items

,

TREAT THEM

ALL TO A
1/2~DAY OF
WELLNESS

** Float
Tank
Polarity Therapy
* Light
and Sound
Machine with
Relaxation Tapes
expires 1/1/91

CALL US: =::::::;;~
774-1489
Portland
Suburban
772-5200
Portland
Downtown ~\'I,"
799-8131
S. Portland &
Cape Elizabeth . "G:~.l...

$49.95

Picture Yourself:

854-1365

FREE
TOPPING OF
SPINACH

FREE
TOPPING OF
GARLIC

FREE
TOPPING OF
SLICED
TOMATO

Call for a free brochure

I 2 Westbrook Coornon
Westbrook, ME 04092
Gift certifICates always available.
visa/mclamex welcome.
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Nose-in-the-dirt
coverage of local
grassroots politics.

Electoral
Collage

BOUNTY

~

PORTLAND'S FUNSPOT
200 Riverside St., E:idt 8 207/772-8033

~ SATU~AY,

~

OCTOBER 27

8 P.M.

Halloween Party

Wednesdays
11-11:30 a.m.
• A trip to NYC & tickets to "Phantom of the
Opera"
• 1V/VCR & Video of the Costume Contest
'2 free &.
~'l \.,.p~ Portland. Mr:
~Jl C\\V '][)7 8~-7fXX)
.,.

fax

'][)7 8~-7777

Gounnet-To-Go
Gourmet -To-Stay
(we now have seating!)

•

NOW

SERVING

BREAKFAST
-OPENMon thru. Frl
7:30 AM-6PM,
Sat 1lAM-5PM

Maine's expensive race for
governor ($2.4 million and
counting) hasn't kept the two
candidates for Congress in
the 1st District from raiSing
and spending nearly $700,000
through the end of September.
Democrat Thomas
Andrews had outspent
Republican David Emery
$393,000 to $255,000 as of
September 30, the main
difference being the expensive primary battle Andrews
waged against four other
Democrats last spring. An
independent poll last week
showed Andrews leading
Emery, 43 percent to 34
percent, with a 5 percent
margin of error.
Democratic Senate
candidate Neil Rolde has
been able to match the
spending of his better-known
Republican rival, Senator
William Cohen, by tapping
his personal wealth. Rolde, a
state representative from
New York, has contributed
$925,000 of his own money
and spent $1 million, slightly
more than the $958,000 that
Cohen has spent. An independent poll shows that
Rolde has closed the gap on
Cohen but still trails 2 to 1.
In the race for the Blaine
House, Republican Governor
John McKernan has raised
$1.3 million to Democratic
Congressman Joseph
Brennan's $1.1 million. As of
mid-September, McKernan
had $583,000 in cash on hand
compared to Brennan's
$367,000, but Brennan led in
the latest independent poll,
46 percent to 39 percent, with
a 4 percent margin of error.

Continued from page 3

transmission mainline from
Sebago lake to the
Westbrook distribution
center.
Taylor said an estimated
additional $20 million will
have to be raised unless the
PWD gets an exemption from
the SWDA's filtration
requirement. Taylor is
confident about obtaining an
exemption because of the
"excellent" water quality of
Sebago lake and a program
being developed by the
district to protect that water
quality.
The water system upgrade
will be completed in 1993,
Taylor said.

Rifle-hunting ban
aimed at
Chebeague voters

($IOO.OO value)

Image & Relaxation Center

Polls and spending
mark campaign
countdown

• CD Player and 98 CDs

USTEN TO G-98 OR STOP BY THE BOUN7Y
FOR FREE, NO COVER INVITATIONS!

..G98'FM
~2 Hits in a Roy

. ~~.tJ~~~~~~

Chebeague Islanders will
vote Nov_ 6 on whether or
not they want rifle hunting
banned on the island. The
non-binding referendum vote
will gauge public sentiment
but won't necessarily translate that sentiment into law.
The island, part of the town
of Cumberland, has been
exampt from that town's
ordinance that says it is
unlawful to discharge or hunt
wi th a rifle.
Cumberland town councilon; decided to measure
Chebeague Islanders'
opinions by referendum after
a public hearing on the ban
Oct. 8. Angry hunters packed
that hearing at Cumberland's
Municipal Building and,
according to town councilor
and island resident Gary
Varney, "those in favor of the
ban were scared to show up
at the meeting. The hunten;
are very vocal and very
organized." Varney, who
proposed the measure, said
he had received letters and a
petition signed by 20 islanders supporting the idea.
The proposed ban would
outlaw hunting with rifles
between Oct. 25 and Dec. 5, a
time frame which circumscribes deer-hunting season.
As in the town of
Cumberland, shotguns and
black-powder muzzle loaders
would be allowed.
"Hunters see this as an
intrusion on their rights. I'm
a hunter myself, but some of
us on the island are concerned about the safety issue.
There are more houses and
people now_Forty new
housing permits have been
issued here in the last 10
years."
The Town Council will
reconsider the issue after the
referendum results are
tallied.

(

loan Kantro, Andy Newman and
RAndy Wii/son

Maine's Most Comprehensive
Health & Racquet Club.

•

Sterling
Silver Pins
for any
Occasion

RACQUET',q/

d.cde
jewelers
10 Exchange Street,
Portland • 772-5119
Hours: Mon.-Sa.t. 10.6.
Sun. 12-5. Thurs. ·tiI 8

• Tennis
• Squash
• Racquetball
• Badminton
• Table Tennis

781·2671

All yarn shops are not created equal.

Martha Hall
46 Main St_. Yarmouth, Maine
Mon.-Sat. 10 am-5pm 846-9334

196 U.S. Route 1 • Falmouth, ME

Think
of it as
Radio
that
listens
to you.

DROP ME ALINE...
PROGRESSIVE CARDS, GIFTS + WRAP
144 HIGH ST., PORTlAND
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WEIRD NEWS:
" In Cairo, Mohammed
el Mahdi Essa was arrested
for selling his 3-year-old son
to raise money to buy a VCR.
Essa said he resorted to such
a deal because he was too
honest to steal.
" Dale Brantley Peeler
and his girlfriend Patricia
Seim were waiting for their
order at an Augusta, Ga.,
fast-food restaurant drivethrough window when the
driver of the car behind them
honked. After Peeler, 30, got
out of his car to see what the
problem was, the passenger
in the second vehicle also got
out and fired two shots, one
of which hit and killed Peeler_
Roland Sweet/AllerNe!

m::::::::m:m:mt:wi No other radio

773-5547

OPEN EVERY DAY

station in Portland offers you
the variety of talk programs available
on WGAN. From 9:05am to 4pm and
7:05pm to 5:30am weekdays and
around the clock on the weekends,
we explore everything from where to
plant an herb garden to where to invest for retirement. And throughout
theday, the WGAN news team breaks
the stories that become the next day's
headlines. Want the best news and
infonnation? There'sonlyonechoice.
But you probably know that already_
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YOU'VE WORKED LIKE ADOG...
Kick back and let Us wait on You!
HOSPITALITY NIGHT 1~~~
Show your restaurant
or hotel pay stub and
recieve the following:

a FREE DINNER
with the purchase of any entree at the

MARKET STREET GRILLE
(lesser priced entree free)

a FREE MENU ITEM
with the purchase of any other
menu item at

SALUTES
(lesser priced item free)

~

,>S\LUfffi

Drink Specials
all night in

II"

I E fj·1

AT THE PORnAND REGENCY

SALUTES

Comer of Milk & Marke[ Streeo;
774-4200

Old neighborhoods,
new rules
Red tape

Do your Christmas Shopping NOWI

While the concept of historic preservation is nearly
universally accepted in theory, the enactment of a comprehensive and detailed ordinance has left more than a few
people wary.
"It's just the tip of an iceberg," says Robert Hains, a
Portland resident who fears future expansion of the
ordinance's regulatory powers. "If the city wants to go on
record as preserving historic resources, they should set
funds aside to do so rather than passing this complex
ordinance with such great restrictions it will be hard to get
anything done."
Still others fear the ordinance limits the creative process.
"There's no guarantee that this won't create a brick theme
park based on a vision of a 19th-century city that simply isn't
compatible with today," says architect Jim Sterling. "Cities
have to grow organically," he says. "Design review begins to
dictate a uniformity that can be of detriment to a city."
"It's just one more layer of bureaucracy, one more opinion
you have to get," says Eric Cianchette, a developer who fears
the impact of the ordinance on an already soft real estate
market. ''What's the purpose of having a Zoning Board,
Planning Board and City Council if it's not to address these
types of concerns?"
Cianchette has yet to come before the historic preservation committee, but the efforts of other Portlanders preparing to face it have led to curious scenarios.
On a windy afternoon in late August, Ken Janson stood
with a bunch of helium balloons on the roof of 100 Middle
Street, the building where he works. Janson intended to
photograph the balloons to show how a proposed tower and
satellite dish would impact the cityscape. He tied each
balloon to a string that was 25 feet long, secured each of the
balloons to a brick, and let go.
Janson hoped to photograph the balloons; yet try as he
might to align them in his viewfinder, the prevailing winds
simply wouldn't cooperate. As the balloons bobbed aimlessly in the air, it was clear that Janson's afternoon had been
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Who Is running?
What are the Issues?
How and where can
you register to vote?

These and other questions about the
democratic process will be answered in
Casco Bay Weekly's Voter's Guide, to be
published November 1,1990.
Every vote counts; make yours informed.
Read Casco Bay Weekly. Then vote!

CoscoBov
""EEKLY

Advertising Deadlines: Oct. 19 & 25 at 5pm.

is CLOSING
This Month

Books, Cards, Posters
50% OFF
Beautiful Gift Books!

Continued from front page

"We're trying to preserve our
architectural heritage.

c

ANASTASIA'S
BOOKS

wasted.
"Anyone on the upper floors of Middle St. must have
thought I was crazy," says Janson.
During the same week architect and historic preservation
committee member Nancy Barba stood on the corner of
Commercial and Moulton streets carefully counting the
bricks running up the side of an Old Port storefront. Lacking
a tape measure, Barba was trying to judge if a seven-foot
sign hung 13 feet 8 inches above the sidewalk would obscure
the second story window. Sound simple enough?
To Jana Halwick, the owner of Lucky Strikes Clothing,
putting the sign up had become anything but simple. The
sign had been painted and was ready to hang; instead it
hung in limbo pending approval by the city.
Meanwhile, the State Theater on Congress St., which had
shown its last X-rated flick early this year, was being renovated into a dinner theater. Project Manager Ed McAlaney
was busy cementing ideas for the design of a new marquee
to replace the dilapidated one. Drawings were commissioned and materials sought out in adhering to a tight
construction schedule.
Janson, Halwick and McAianey would join Jonathan
Nolan in appearing at least once before the Portland Historic
Preservation Committee. Each would take part in a new
process designed to protect and preserve the city's historic
legacy. While each had been briefed on the rules and procedures governing the new ordinance, there was still an
element of the unknown as they ventured forth into uncharted territory.

Human barricades
.On a Monday in June, 1988, more than 50 people gathered
before a 131-year-old Italianate mansion on Park Street. The

136 Commercial St., Portland • 773-0046

In Stock
COFFEE TABLE SALE
In ash and

9 Foden

Road, South Portland
Near the Maine Mall
across from UPS • 775.4312

:::S""~
Coffee Table

$125

'---cfc&«Iood~ IIWie "" ;f/tUite----'
The Stllte Thellter marquee.

CBW/Tonee Harbert

building was slated to be demolished that day. Waving signs
and chanting slogans, the group formed a human barricade.
''People literally threw themselves in front of bulldozers,"
recalls Deborah Andrews, executive director of Greater
Portland Landmarks, a 25-year-old historic preservation
organization. Andrews had fought vigorously during the
preceding 45 days to prevent the building's destruction
under the provisions of a 1983 demolition delay ordinance.
Police carried seven of the protesters from the scene and
charged them with criminal trespass. As they were loaded
into a paddy wagon, the roar of bulldozers echoed through
the neighborhood. In a matter of hours the building's 131year history crumbled to an end.
A week later the historic Storer home on the campus of
Waynflete School was also reduced to a pile of rubble.
Together, the two events stirred public support for enacting
legal safeguards against the destruction of historic buildings.
After all, standing in the way of bulldozers clearly wasn't
stopping the destruction. "If you don't have the law on your
side, you're really working behind the eight ball," says
Andrews. And so began Andrews' and Landmarks' efforts
to get historic preservation out from behind the eight ball
and into Portland law.
For years Landmarks had sought to provide Portland
with the same sort of protection afforded historic districts in
cities such as Boston, New Orleans, San Francisco and
Portsmouth, N.H. According to the National Trust for
Historic Preservation, more than 6,000 cities and towns
across the country have adopted historic ordinances.
In 1978, Landmarks' first attempt to enact a comprehensive ordinance failed. The Portland City Council rejected the
proposal on the grounds that it was too restrictive.
A decade later, however, the climate appeared to have
changed with business and community leaders willing to
stand between the city's historic wealth and developers. But
it wasn't easy. Today's ordinance was built brick by painstaking brick. Ordinances from around the country were
reviewed in tailoring one suited to Portland's needs, says
Andrews, adding that the public was involved at nearly
every step - at planning board hearings, workshops and
town meetings.
For 22 months, Landmarks, developers and city officials
wrestled with proposals, hanunering out more than a dozen
drafts before today's version was approved.
In the end it appeared the preservationists had finally
succeeded in constructing a regulatory framework capable
of safeguarding the city's historic wealth. But some shook
their heads: in putting forth a complex and detailed piece of
legislation, had drafters of the ordinance gone too far? On
record were two City Council members who voted against
the ordinance on the grounds that it was overly restrictive.
"It's going to put a yoke on the back of everyday people,"
former City Council member Edward Bernstein told The
Portland Press Herald.
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A social basis and a set of laws"

Today's ordinance is a 42-page document, copies of which
are available to the public through City Hall. Supplementing
the ordinance is a 2QO-plus page Design Manual, a comprehensive and illustrated source book for those seeking
guidance on everything from replacing windows and stairs
to adjusting moldings and building decks. Based upon
Continued on page 8
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standards set forth by the U.S. Department of the Interior,
the manual details a variety of do's and don'ts for altering or
restoring historic buildings.
.
According to Philip Meyer, the urban desIgner for the
Department of Planning and Urban Development, most
people "aren't interested in 85% ~f (the ordma~c:?, only that
paragraph that pertains to them. The responsIbIlIty for
educating applicants under the ordinance has fallen largely
on Meyer's shoulders.
.
.
Far from being complicated, the manual IS deSIgned to
simplify life for building owners, says Arth~r Fi~, a commercial photographer and member of th~ Histonc Pr~r~a
tion Committee. "What it boils down to IS 10 to 12 gUIdelInes
with reams of biblical commentary," says Fink.
Fink is one of seven members of the Historic Preservation
Committee appointed by the Portland City Council earlier
this summer. In selecting the committee, council members
emphasized diversity, says Meyer, choosing people who'd
be both "reasonable and flexible."
Today's committee is comprised of an architect, two
lawyers, a developer, an interior designer, a management
consultant and a photographer. Each will have to devote
long hours to reviewing applications, ~ttending hearing~
and participating in workshops - all WIthout compensatIOn.
Fink hopes the ordinance will be carried out s~o.othl~
enough to dispel the notion shared by some that histonc
preservation is an elitist and expensive luxury."
"We've established a social basis and set of laws for
preserving and protecting our natural e~vironment:: Fi~,
says. "We're trying to preserve our architectural hentage.
In response to fears that the changes prescribed by the
committee will lead to added expense and delays for
homeowners, Fink claims that while some alterations may
cost more, "sometimes they'll cost less." Renovations can be
tricky, he says, with people not realizing that a job can often
be done more efficiently with less money.
"Our intent is not to require expensive alterations,"
echoes Meyer. "There are lots of options that can be deemed
compatible without being expensive."
"Rather than stop someone, we hope to guide them,"
says Pasquale Lapomarda, a committee member and developer. Lapomarda, who has been involved in a number of
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"If you don't have the law on
your side, you're really working
behind the eight ball. "
Deborah Andrews
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historic rehab's himself, doesn't foresee the ordinance
holding anybody up. "A lot of people don't know exactly
what to do with their property," he says, adding that the
committee aims to playa "helpful role."
Architect and committee member Nancy Barba agrees. "A
large part of the role of the board is to provide education
and advice," she says. Any fear amongst the architectural
community that the board is going to stifle creativity is
simply unfounded, she says.
Committee Chairman Lee Urban likewise sees no intention on the part of the committee to dictate taste. "It (the
ordinance) is not intended as a means of freezing Portland at
a moment in time," he says, adding that he and members of
the committee encourage contemporary design.
While enthusiastic about the prospects for the ordinance,
committee members agree there is much uncertainty ahead
as they feel their way through a new process. "Our goal is to
.
evaluate projects on a case-by-case basis," says Barba,
adding that "the hardest thing about the ordmance so far IS
all the misinformation that's out there."

484 Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04101
774-12410 Fall hours:
10:30-5:30
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Despite nearly two years of vocal debate over the ordinance, the committee's first few hearings have been characterized by a decided lack of public interest. For the most part
those gathered before the committee are those with the
greatest stake in its decisions: the applicants themselves.
Thus far more than a dozen cases have been presented.
And while some were given the go-ahead with little or no
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discussion, others were approved under the condition that
they implement certain revisions. Decisions on other cases
were postponed until further information could be provided
and alternatives explored. No proposed building renovation
has been denied.
As for Jonathan Nolan, it was generally agreed that his
case probably never should have come before the committee
in the first place. Had he been able to document the condition of his stairway prior to removing it, the department
most likely would have classified his request as "ordinary
maintenance," and let it go at that.
"His (Nolan's) was an unfortunate casualty case" and part
of the learning process involved in adjusting to a new set of
regulations, said Fink.
"I thought their response was fair given the newness of
the situation," says Nolan, adding that following the hearing, he was notified that the original $175 fee he had expected to pay had been reduced by 40 percent, to about $100.
That's not to say some haven't been inconvenienced and
still others concerned by growing delays"Summer's gone and we've had no sign," Halwick told
the committee Aug. 30. Her request to hang a seven-foot
sign from the comer of the building her store occupies in the
Old Port was tabled at that meeting. But when she was able
to compile thorough documentation of the sign's dimensions
and lacement on the building for a Sept. 12 committee
meeting, the committee approved it.
Halwick was to learn the hard way that life under the
ordinance will be made easier if applicants can provide a
visual rendering of their plans prior to appearing before the
committee.
Still, even the best-laid plans are no guarantee for success.
Despite his failure with the balloons, Ken Janson appeared
before the committee with an annful of blueprints and
charts. A design manager with Ram Management Company,
Janson had carefully outlined the position of the tower and
satellite dish Ram is seeking to erect atop their building at
100 Middle St.
While most committee members agreed that the aesthetic
contribution of the tower to the city skyline was negligible,
there was consensus that, in an era of high-tech communications, certain compromises must be made.
"We live in a progressive city, it (the tower) is a statement
of our times," commented committee member Liane
Kuniholm, an interior designer.
A decision on Ram's case was nonetheless postponed
while alternatives to the tower are being sought.
As for the State Theater marquee, the projecting sign may
soon beckon visitors, but not as originally planned. When
first presented with the proposed plans, committee members
questioned the replacement of the marquee's original design
with a more contemporary look and materials.
In working to achieve a compromise solution, a new
design combining both old and new elements was put forth
and approved, yet not without added costs to developers of
the theater.

'They (committee members) have a vision of an era they
wanted to recreate," which mayor may not be in keeping
with historical fact, says Nick Kampf, co-owner of the
building that houses the theater. Kampf questions the
scrutiny under which the sign was placed, adding that
changing times often require new interpretations of existing
structures. The committee's proper role "should be in
making sure Las Vegas-type signs are not put in place," he
says.
While the ordinance has meant delays for some and
contributed toward added costs for others, committee
members have held to their promise of working in the spirit
of compromise. Not only has no one been denied but
committee members have offered applicants their time and

"There's no guarantee that this
won't create a brick theme park
based on a vision of a 19thcentury city that simply isn't
compatible with today.
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Jim Sterling
expertise outside the hearing room in working to achieve
equitable solutions.
And efforts to improve the system are underway. For one
thing, committee members are working on ways to rework
the fee structure imposed on applicants. It could be that
applicants in the future will be charged in relationship to the
size of the job, says the planning department's Meyer.
The ordinance is scheduled for review at the end of one
year by the City Council, and may be revised at that time.
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"To those who would see the Maine wilderness, " wrote
Appalachian Trail activist Myron Avery in 1934, "Follow the
Appalachian Trail across Maine. It cannot be followed on horse
or awheel. Remote for detachment, narrow for chosen company,
winding for leisure, lonely for contemplation, it beckons not
merely north and south but upward to the body, mind and soul
of man."
Warren Doyle knows the Appalachian Trail. This past
summer the soft-spoken 40-year-old Virginian arrived at the top
of Mt. Katahdin 126 days after leaving Georgia on foot. He' s
now hiked the trail end-to-end eight times, more than anyone
else in the trail's 53-year history.
Doyle, who is the director of the Center for Outdoor Education at George Mason University, is known among other thruhikers almost as much for his accouterment as for his accomplishments. "I always wear a dress in the Shenandoahs," he
says. Invoking Edward Abbey, Doyle says it's his way of
protesting "ind ustrial tourism" in the Virginia na tional park.
Since the Appalachian Trail runs adjacent to Skyline Drive,
Doyle hopes that the strange sight of male hik-eTS in dresses will
offend gawking tourists, and will point up the ridiculousness of
maintaining a road through mountain wilds. When hiking the
AT in 1975 and 1980, all the men in his group wore dresses,
Doyle reports. On his most recent trek he alone dressed up,
selecting a pleasant brown polyester wraparound. The tourists
gawked.
Even outside of Virginia, Doyle still cut a distinctive silhouette on the trail this summer. Wanting to double-check the
mileage figures published in the guidebooks, Doyle pushed a
well-calibrated measuring wheel from Georgia to Maine. The
Appalachian Trail totals 2,167 miles, Doyle said with some
certainty a few weeks ago. Over the course of his hike, Doyle
says he turned up 26 miles of "lost" trail, with two of those
miles in Maine.
Doyle has become something of a legend along the trail, not
only for his wardrobe and strong opinions, but also for his role
as a spiritual Sherpa of sorts, offering moral support to aspiring
thru-hikers. Among other endeavors, Doyle founded the
Appalachian Trail Institute, which conducts five-day courses for
would-be hikers and dreamers. He claims a 92% success rate for
those who subsequently attempt the trail. This summer he also
led a group of 11 thru-hikers, ranging in age from 20 to 68, from
Georgia to Maine.
Why does Doyle do all this? Clearly not for the money. No
one makes money off hikers, a group renowned for their
obsessive frugality. Doyle does it out of a deep and abiding
affection for the Appalachian Trail.

The Appalachian Trail's history is made up of people like
Doyle, folks who have adopted the pathway as their own and
have devoted substantial time and effort toward it. Myron
Avery, a Maine native who was a key figure in the early years
of the trail, wrote in 1934, "The Appalachian Trail is in every
sense an enormous amateur recreational project." That remains
true today.
The genesis of this "amateur project" can be pinpointed
exactly: October ]921, the month that Benton MacKaye, a
regional planner and former government worker, published his
proposal for the trail in a small architecture journal. In his essay,
which has become the de facto trail manifesto, MacKaye outlined
his idea for a linear park linking the Appalachian mountain
tops and ridges.
MacKaye's trail was to extend from Mt. Washington in New
Hampshire to Mt. Mitchell in North Carolina, the two highest
peaks along the Appalachians. "Its purpose is to establish a base
for a more extensive and systematic development of outdoor
community life," he wrote. Somewhat more philosophically, he
added, 'The ultimate purpose? There are three things: 1) to
walk; 2) to see; 3) to see what you see."
The response to MacKaye's proposal was enthusiastic. The
Appalachian Trail Conference was soon established to oversee
the construction of the trail. Supporters quickly expanded
MacKaye's vision to include Mt. Katahdin in the north and
Georgia's Springer Mt. in the south. Initial trail work focused on
linking up prH!xisting trails, including a 95-mile stretch of
Vermont's Long Trail and the myriad hiking tracks of New
Hampshire's White Mountains.
One place unblessed with existing pathways was Western
Maine, which in the early ]930s was a trackless, boggy wilderness of spruce and granite. One indicator of the immensity of
the task: A 1932 report on the AT's progress noted that the
pathway was basically finished except for a handful of gapsfive miles here, 20 miles there. And then there was Maine: Not a
single mile of the projected 2SD-mile pathway had been constructed.
The trail overseers became so discouraged about Maine that
they proposed once again making Mt. Washington the northern
terminus of the trail. This alarmed Myron Avery, who was then
working for the Appalachian Trail Conference. He returned to
Maine from Washington, D.C., created the Maine Appalachian
Trail Club, and began work straightaway.
Abrasive and demanding, Avery got things done. On August
14,1937, the final link was quietly forged by a Civilian Conservation Crew near Sugarloaf Mt., resulting in the longest continuous pathway in the country.

Retired, but not to Florida
"It is unwise for one to ramble over these mountains at any
time," Thoreau once wrote of Western Maine, "unless he is
prepared to move with as much certainty as if he were solving a
geometrical problem."
By the time northbound thru-hikers have reached Maine,

those geometrical problems are mostly solved. The mission is
secure. Packing systems are refined. Endurance is high. The
stride is firm.
You can generally identify the thru-hikers in Maine by two
clues: By their rich, fecund odor (veteran long-distance hikers
often smell like an excellent compost heap). And by the singleminded determination with which they walk past others on the
trail, pressing on with a curt nod, mindful that the end is in
Sight.
Pay attention to those clues, because you won't figure them
all out by stereotypes. The image of the long distance hiker
tends to be that of a barrel-chested 24-year old with a dense
beard and an overly hearty laugh. And among the hundreds
who attempt the hike each year you'll find a healthy sampling
of these folks. But the range of types is far more extensive.
unda Ives, who spent the last four summers as caretaker at
an Appalachian Trail campsite in Baxter State Park, says there
are two types of thru-hikers: men and women between 20 and
25 years old, who are often just out of college. And then there
are the retirees, whom she says are growing in number each
year.
The number of thru-hikers in their 60s and 70s may surprise
some. But since the days of Grandma Gatewood - a legendary
hiker who strode the whole trail twice in her tennis sneakers older hikers have been a common sight. 'There have always
been older people traveling along the trail," says Warren Doyle,
who adds that the the greater challenge for older hikers tends to
be physical, whereas for younger hikers it tends to be psychological.
"Older hikers are smarter hikers, more willing to accept their
limitations," Doyle adds. John Andrews, chair of the Maine
chapter of the Appalachian Mountain Club, agrees. "Age
doesn't have anything to do with it," he says. It's just determination. Climbing has more to do with your head than your
legs."
A recent example: Ed Garvey, 75 years old, who hiked the
entire Appalachian trail for his second time this past summer.
His first thru-hike in 1970 was the basis of two popular books
about the trail, which have inspired leagues of hikers to set out
for Katahdin. Garvey's most recent success may further swell
the ranks of elderly thru-hikers. (Efforts to speak with Garvey
about his last trip have been unaVailing. Officials at Baxter Park
say he reached Mt. Katahdin last month, then unexpectedly
turned around to hike back to Georgia.)
The ages of thru-hikers range widely, but more often than
not hikers share one thing: They're in a period of transition.
Younger thru-hikers are often deciding what to do next with
their lives. Older hikers are reflecting back on what they've
done. "People on the trail use the time to think back on their
lives, and to understand where they are and how they got
there," says Doyle. 'Then they're able to think about the
future."
A survey of those who hiked the entire trail in 1988 suggested that many hikers shared an underlying dissatisfaction
with their lives and viewed the trail as a way to change that.
Susan Puretz, the sociologist who conducted the survey, said
comments on motivations for undertaking the trek included
"bored with life," "time for a change in my life," and wanting
"to shake [my lifel up a little." For many, hiking the trail was a
way to slow down and make sense of accelerating events.
Phil Hall, a Pennsylvania electrical engineer, thru-hiked the
ail in 1988 after his girlfriend got tired of "waiting for me to
decide if 1 was ready for marriage." Newly single, he set off
almost on impulse to do some thinking on his own. Just before
he departed for Georgia, he bought camping gear and carried
around a 70-pound bag of birdseed for a week or two to get in
shape. Five months and one day after leaving Springer Mt., he
arrived at Mt. Katahdin.
"When you walk 15 miles a day for five months, looking at
millions of trees, you get a chance to do some fine-tuning of the
mind, " Hall says. "I've often been asked if I got bored looking
at all those trees. I'll admit that sometimes it would wear on me.
But in general... the trail's a lot like life. It's not what you look
at, it's what you see."
Of course, hiking the trail doesn't guarantee a new perspective on life. Among the more memorable failures: "Yo-Yo Steve"
Nuckolls, who hiked the trail in 1982 trying to figure things out.
When he got to Katahdin, he still didn't know so he headed
back to Georgia. Still uncertain 4,200 miles later, he set off yet
again for Maine, completing the third leg in 1983 before deciding that it was time to pursue a life off the trail, whether his
mission was clear or not.

The End of the Line
Mt. Katahdin is a dense, gnarled lump, a tight knot afflicting
the lumber region of backwoods Maine. Technically, it's a
monadnock, a remnant of a former highland that rises above a
plain. From the top, winds often press clouds along its ridge,
leaving wide views to the east and a thick, immobile fog bank to
the west When the western skies do open, the dark forest
spreads out as dense as night, pocked with silvery lakes.
Katahdin is an appropriate ending for the Maine segment of
the trail, which is generally regarded as one of the more

Ron Keal crosses a Maine stream
Photo/Claude Leinelre,
along the Appalachl.n Trail.
Appalachian Trail Conference
challenging stretches. Maine challenges hikers in two ways: in
its rugged terrain near the Mahoosuc Range; and in the isolation
and remoteness of the 100-mile lead-up to Baxter State Park.
Warren Doyle says that the trail is at its most difficult for 215
miles from Mt. Moosilauke in New Hampshire (near Loon
Mountain Ski Area), across the Presidential Range and Mt.
Washington, and onward to Mt. Bigelow in Maine. The terrain
is steep, the ridges exposed, and the trails rugged and rocky.
These mountains invariably take their toll on thru-hikers.
Past Flagstaff Lake, elevations become more moderate as the
trail wends through what Thoreau called a "damp and intricate
wilderness." Full of bogs and fens, often dense with spruce, in
parts the gloom is leavened only by an occasional stand of
birch. The trail passes few towns for diversion and few roads
but logging tracks. Compounding the frustration, Mt. Katahdin
can be viewed on the horizon for days before arriving at its
base. The 279-mile Maine leg generally requires two to three
weeks.
Despite its hardships, Maine remains one of the favored
stretches of the trail for many hikers. Doyle says Maine is his
favorite state because the weather is usually excellent by the
time he arrives, there's plenty of swimming, and hikers needn't
abide by the litany of rules and regulations that govern other
stretches of the trail.
Sally Trepanowski, who hiked the trail in 1983, says, '1n
Maine, I felt like I was back on the trail again." Through the
White Mountains, the sense of community with other thruhikers was broken as other hikers cluttered the trails and
campsites. "There were thousands of people on the trail and
you didn't know who any of them were," she says. "But in
Maine, it narrows back down. It's not so crowded." The community of hikers re-forms.
By the time hikers reach Katahdin, they know they've earned
the summit. "Hikers are usually pretty ecstatic" when they
reach Daicy Pond, the last campsite prior to the ascent up
Katahdin, says Linda Ives, the caretaker. "Some come and sit at
the picnic table and just stare at the mountain for hours."
Although strengthened by weeks of hiking, the final ascent is
often the most difficult for thru-hikers. They're tom by hoping
for the hike to end, yet wanting it to continue. The comfortable
sense of routine, of community and of purpose are at an end.
New and more complicated routines await. "It's almost like
leaVing a person that you know because the trail has such a
strong identity to it," says Trepanowski. '1t's really a bittersweet end."
Wayne Cur/is tIlires to the Appalachian
Trail to ponder career paths.

"When you
walk 15 miles a
day for five
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millions of
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looking at all
those trees. I'll
admit that
sometimes it
would wear on
me. But in
general... the
trail's a lot like
life. It's not
what you look
at, it's what
you see."
Phil Hall
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And
Oimbing
by Frank Guiano

What was the fastest knockout in
boxing history?...For yean;, the record
was II seconds, allowing one second for the KO punch and 10 seconds for the count...But in 1957,
there was a fight in Wales in which
Teddie Barl<er threw one
punch at Bob Roberts
and the referee stopped
the fight immediately
without a count, and
ruled a TKO ...Total time
of the fight: two seconds! Did you know
Busch Beer Is one of
the top ten largest
selling beers In the
u.s.? When you see a
Busch display pick up
a 12 pack or two - See
for yourself why
Busch Beer has climbed to one of
the top spots - and U's priced
right tool Although you know that
the Rose Bowl is the oldest of the
post-season football bowl games do you know which is second
oldest? .. .lt's the Orange Bowl which
started in 1933 ... Next came the Sugar
Bowl, which started in 1935, and the

Fast!
Cotton Bowl, which had it's first
game in 1937. Head for the
mountains of Busch - Another greal quality beer from
Anheuser-Busch. Although
there have been ten teams in pro
football, pro basketball and pro
hockey that have
gone from fmishing in last place
one year to fmishing in first place
the next year, it's
never happened in

big
league
baseball...No team
in the entire his-

tory of major
league baseball
has ever gone from
fmishing last oneyear to flllishing
first the next year...You·d think it
would have happened at least
once in all the years of big league
baseball, but it never has . Beerls
a good part of the good Ilfe_drink responsibly.

The Arrival
of Autumn!

)
/
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"A frie nd in need is a friend indeed," so goes the old s:y mg. Last
Satu rday. Puff needed a friend. and the Animal Refuge League wa\; a
friend indeed.

The grass was st ill wei on purfl! favorite spot so she stretched out In
a su nny spot on the back seal of the car In the dnveway. She awoke to the

Casco Bay Weekly
is published by
Casco Bay Weekly, Inc.
Dodge D. Morgan, president.

te rri ble sensatio n of the world moving. She dropped to the fl oor and lay

frozen behind a brown paper bag.
When eve rything Slopped. Puff began 10 look for an escape. TIle
yard wa\ gone. There were acres of cars: and 3liphall all around. Sllll lhc
thought of the lurchmg. turning world I",,~pired her to leave the car and
look for safe ground.

Puff was lucky, An Animal Control Officer retrieved her from the
Maine Mall and brought her to the Ammal Refuge League. For a while
~he will have a warm. dry. c;.afe place 10 <;;tay. Hopefully her owners ",ill
pIece together whal has happened 10 her and call looking for her
If you have Irn.t your cat ordog. pl~ cal l u~. Anima" are brought 10
us from Cape Ehabeth. South Portland. Scarborough. Westbrook. Gorham.
Windham. Gray, Raymond. Casco. Standi'ih. Limmgton. Ponland. Nonh

Entire contents © 1990.

Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102
2071756601
fax: 7751615

Yarmouth. Cumberland and Yarmouth.
Like Puff. most of the anima ls here j U\ ' want to come home.

W~

c..J1rumal Refuge League

Baxter Sheller
449 Stroudwater. Wes tbrook.. Ma ine 04092 (207) 854-977 1

Casco Bay Weekly is a member
of the Association of Alternative
Newsweeklies

I'm glad Casco Bay
Weekly has given me a
chance to rebut an article
about an anti-abortion and
anti-gay pamphlet handed
out on Oct. 7 (CBW 10/11/
90). The pamphlet was paid
for and distributed by
DADO, Inc., Dads Against
Drug Dealers. It is a political
lobbyist group which
supports action against drug
dealers. This organization has
endorsed Karen Evans for
State Senator in District 30.
In my statement that Gerry
Conley is the author of the
gay rights bill and is a
Catholic, who supports all
abortion rights - was nothing
that was untrue - he is! Gerry
Conley describes it as poli tics
of hate, yet, I see it as politics
of fairness. Gerry should be
glad I stated his views, or, is
there a problem with the
truth?
Many Democratic Catholics will go to the voting
booth not knowing the issues.
If you want Gerry Conley's
gay rights bill and his fight
for abortion rights; then vote
for him. But, if you want a
woman who is strong enough
to stand up against this moral
dilemma, then vote for Karen
Evans. The Portland voter
has the right to know the
issues. If r was wrong in my
charge, then I challenge
Gerry Conley to correct me in
the Casco Bay Weekly.

~h,1 F-
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John P. Harrigan
Portland

An open letter to
Karen Evans
I opened a letter addressed
to me this morning and
found a leaflet with the
heading Roman Catholics . The
leaflet went on to try and set
the record "straight to all
Catholics and Christians
alike," on the differences
between yourself and state
Representative Gerard
Conley Jr., regarding
abortion and Gay Rights. The
conclusion of the leaflet
quotes Cardinal John JO'Connor s view of Catholic
politicians who do not
support the teachings of the
church.
I am not a Christian, and
expect that not a few voters
in this district are not Christians either. However, I am
aware that the teachings of
the Church cover more topics
than abortion and homosexuality, and that Christians may
disagree over policies either
religious or political without
being brought before the
Spani sh Inquisition. The one
Church teaching that does
stand out in my mind is the
story about the prostitute
who was being stoned by an
angry mob. A young rabbi
from Nazareth approached
the mob and asked why they
were stoning the woman_
"She has sinned," shouted the

mob. The rabbi answered,
"Let those among you
without sin cast the first
stone." The Christian faith
grew up around the teachings of this young carpenter
who was considered by many
in his day as a rabbi, or
teacher. The point of this
story is that politicians have
no business thrOwing stones
in the name of religion.
Do you really believe that
you bring dignity to a
political campaign when you
question a person's right to
be a Christian because they
differ with you on a religious
or political issue? Can you
honestly speak in the name of
caring and dignity when your
campaign literature cheapens
the election process? Do you
honestly believe that this
debasement of the political
process is worthy of a
Republican standard -bearer?
I think if you ponder these
questions you will come to
the conclusion that you need
to restore the kind of dignity
to the campaign that you
allegedly seek for the homeless.
Furthermore, I cannot help
but comment on the antihomosexual orientation of
your campaign. It stinks!
Read some history. Have you
ever wondered what the
lavender triangles that many
Gay Rights activists wear
stand for? Those triangles
were badges that the Nazis
forced homosexuals to wear
on their concentration camp
uniforms. 50 you see when I
get a letter addressed to me
with a leaflet that assumes
that only Christians exist as
voters, I naturally get a little
paranoid.
I think you owe the voters
a public apology. If you are
as your leaflet states, "a
woman who cares," you will
rise above these gutter
politics and speak for the
principled positions worthy

1J~78,J::

Harlan Baker
Former Democratic State
Representative,
District 27
Portland

Subjective
language
This letter is in response to
Carol Eisenberg's letter (CBW
10/4/90). She is partly right
when talking about subjective
language in the abortion
issue. It does exist, but does
not come from the pro-life
side. Pro-death activists have
come up witp. names for
things that sometimes make a
wrong thing seem right to the
unsuspecting public. Some
examples are: "fetus" (when
pre-born baby would be more
accurate), and "abortion"
(when aborticide or even
homocide would be more
appropriate). Self-proclaimed
"pro-choicers" use this type
of language to justify taking
away their babies' choice in
the matter of life. In the

article to which she responded (CBW 9/27/90), the
writer used ironic terms. By
calling preborns "unborn
children," he was, by his own
words, advocating murder to
fight a non-existent environmental problem.

1NJ~~
Matthew DeRienzo
Christian Teen Alliance
Gorham

Thumbs up,
ACT UP
I have never written to
your paper, but I now feel as
though I should _I have heard
from friends and seen news
reports on ACT UP, also their
latest action against Jasper
Wyman, during the AIDS
Walk last Sunday, Oct. 7.
I must say that I have
nothing but the highest praise
for ACT UP. I feel what they
did to Mr. Wyman was truly
a wonderful move.
It is my opinion that Mr.
Wyman is a homophobic jerk.
He preaches, "Hate the sin
not the sinner," yet he does
everything within his power
as head of the Maine Christian League to make sure
homosexuals don't get equal
rights. He hasn't done
anything for homosexuals in
the past, and now he decides
to join the AIDS walk of Oct.
7. Does he think that people
will forget his actions of the
past? I'm sorry, it doesn't
work that way.
I knew Mr. Wyman from
the past when he was a
minister at the Second Baptist
Church in Waterville, Maine.
r didn't care for him then and
I still don't care for him now.
People may think, "Well, at
least his heart's in the right
place." I'll have to disagree, I
don't even think he has one
sometimes. Mr. Wyman is
only looking after Mr.
Wyman. Whatever happened
to "Judge not less ye be
judged."
Before I close I would like
to add, "Right on, ACT UP!"
May you continue your
actions and be around for a
long time to keep Mr.
Wyman and the many other
homophobic jerks alert and
on their toes. Silence = Death;
Action = Ufe.

-~.J/5/il,¥ '0;':/"<,," .
Geoffrey Richards
Portland

Conflict of interest
I usually enjoy reading
your newspaper. I was,
however, saddened that your
cover story on the media in
Maine (CBW 10/4/90) stated
that Maine has "two alternative newspapers, Maine
Times and Casco Bay
Weekly." Why didn't your
article mention the Maine
ProgreSSive, one of your
competitors for advertiSing
dollars, which is clearly a
statewide, alternative
newspaper?

While I'm on the subject of
conflict-of-interest issues, I
also ponder why your
reporter allowed Maine
Times publisher Anna Ginn
to give such self-serving
quotes, without informing
readers that she works for
Dodge Morgan, who owns
controlling interests in both
Casco Bay Weekly and Maine
Times, if the scanty news
reports are true.
I have also unscientifically
polled several business
people, who told me that
there appears to be less
competition than there used
to be between Casco Bay and
Maine Times sales reps.
Perhaps monopoly ownership of the alternative press
serving Southern Maine is
not in the public interest?

-~t;ce;(~:~
John Weiss
Portland

Small price to pay
Encouraging fact: hundreds of Portlanders daily
use the newly extended
walking/running/biking
path that circles Back Cove.
Discouraging fact: no more
than 30 people participated in
the annual clean-up of the
shoreline along the path on
Sept. 29 (a part of the National Coastal Clean-Up).
I hope next year's cleanup, to be held the last
Saturday in Sept., will
include more users of the
Back Cove path. Two hours'
work once a year is a small
price to pay for access to this
outstanding urban resource.

Johannah M. Hart
Portland

Who needs
enemies?
Donald Perkins, chairman
of "Friends of Casco Bay,"
puzzles me, with his negative
attitude about the proposed
Peaks Island sewage treatment plant (CBW 9/20/90).
His remark that it is
"boneheaded" seems misplaced. His statement that he
is "willing to wait a couple of
years longer" rather than
"find out in 10 years that
what was done was not
enough" is "boneheaded" in
itself. Ten years of "not
enough" is better than
"nothing."
It is my impression that
Peaks Island is only partly
sewered. A pipe to pump
sewage into Portland for
treatment is also
"boneheaded," and not a
logical alternative. From
what I understand, Portland
can't handle it already,
during the rainy, flooding
season.
I don't know where, on
Peaks, Mr. Perkins lives, but I
would suspect that he might
own one of those homes near
the proposed site, whose
view would be obstructed.
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Whether that's true or not,
how can he be called a
"Friend of Casco Bay" and
support further delay of a
badly needed sewer plant?
And so the pollution goes
on, while Mr. Perkins sticks
his head in the sand.
With "friends" like that,
who needs enemies?

Katherine H_Brooks
Portland

Responsible
journalism?
A headline in the Oct. 2
Press Herald read :
"Mapplethorpe Jury Sees
Photos of Sex Acts, Nude
Children" .
ResponSible journalism?
That the Portland Press
Herald found that headline
fit to print worries me. It
shows an amazing lack of
knowledge and research on
this delicate isSue.
I have had the privilege to
see Mapplethorpe's work and
granted, it is not for everyone. But to place a ban on
work of this nature will not
ban obscenity but censor
what we are allowed to see
and remove the opportunity
to decide for ourselves how
we see them. Venus de Milo
is a nude, Michelangelo'S
Sistine Chapel ceiling
included nude children,
Renoir painted nude women
in busy cafes - and yet these
works are considered classic
works of art but
Mapplethorpe's sensitive
works are considered
pornography.
Come on Mr. and Mrs.
America, wake up. Obscenity
is everywhere. War is
obscene. Hunger is obscene.
We live in an obscene world
and it is not going to go
away. To brand something
pornographic just because it
makes us think is obscene!! If
you don't like
Mapplethorpe's work, don't
go see it. If nudity and the
beauty of the human body
disturb you, don't look at
them_To allow a single group
of citizens to decide what the
majority of the public can or
cannot look at is obscene. No
group of 12 should be
allowed to deem what is or is
not pornographic. Let the
individual have the opportunity to view the beauty of
Mapplethorpe's works and
those of artists like him. Let
the majority see these works
and revel in their beauty.
That is supposedly what our
nation was based upon.

Katherine Levya
Portland
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His busy hands are
never empty. What's a
sincere shopper to do?
Well, come down to
the Portland Papers' .
Auto Show at the
Cumberland County Civic
Center and the Portland
Expo. Wouldn't Bobby just
love an Alpha Romeo
Spider? And how

Radio
Scotland

In

The Casco
Bay Weekly
Calendar:
10 days
and more
ways to be
Informed,
get
Involved
and stay
amused.
Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections
must be received In writing on the Thursday prior
to publication. Send your Calendar and Listings
Information to: Ellen L1burt, Casco Bay Weekly,
187 Clark Street Portland, ME 04102.

• As you know, the entire
country is mainlining Bart
Simpson right now. The Fox
Network has hyped The
Simpsons out of proportion
to the shows actual entertainment value, Burger King
is giving away Bart
Simpson dolls,with their
kids' meals, and U.s.
soldier's have even taken to
wearing "I'm Between Iraq
and a Hard Place, Man"
Bart Simpson tee shirts in
the Arabian desert. Now
that the Simpsons' show has
moved to Thursday nights,
what are you going to do,
Mr. and Ms. America?
Right! Go to the movies.
Better yet, go to The Movies, 10 Exchange St., Portland, where you can see
"Cinema Paradiso" this
evening at 7 and 9:15 p.m"
for a mere $3.50. "Cinema
Paradiso" is basically a
movie about going to the
movies: a good movie to see
in a world like this, which is
basically about to go down
the tubes, if it hasn't already
gone that way. Good night
Bart Simpson, wherever you
are - which is everywhere,
alas.

• Only 60 shopping days
till Christmas! And what
will you get for Bobby? And
how about little Suzie? And
the mailman who brings
telephone bills and threatening letters from creditors
to your door all year long,
through all sorts of disagreeable weather, without
complaining, without end?

c~l.fe

Suzie?
And here's
a little blue __ .-rthat the mailman can drive
into that stand of trees at
the end of the block, just
where the road gets so
slippery. Wouldn't that be
nice? The Auto Show will
be open today and Saturday
from noon to 9 p.m., and
Sunday from noon to 6 p.m.
For more information, caJl
775-3481.

• And now for something
completely different: The
Portland Symphony
Women's Committee
presents Carfare, a benefit
event for the PSO held in
conjunction with the
Portland Papers' Auto
Show. CarFare is a display
of several vintage vehicles,
including antique, nostalgia
and "muscle" cars, at the
International Ferry Terminal, Commercial St. Admission for this event is $4, or
$2 for seniors and students,
and is free for children
under 10. CarFare will be
open today and tomorrow
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. A
free shuttle will take you
from here to the Civic
Center and the Expo to see
the soon-to-be vintage 1991
cars on display there, and so
that you can get a feel for
what it would be like to
actuaJly ride in a motor
vehicle without the stress of
actually having to direct (or
"steer") one. There will be
live entertainment: the Four
in a Million Barbershop
Quartette, Lenny Solomon

& His Majestic

Bellowphone, the Roy
Dunphey Jazz Quartette.
The crowning event will be
a guest performance by
Michaelangelo, a Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtle. If that
doesn't get your motor
running, I don't know what
will. For more information,
call 767-4542.

• The Portland Museum of
Art, in conjunction with The
Boat Show: Fantastic
Vessels, Fictional Voyages
exhibit, has dipped deeply
into the briney well of
maritime history and come
up with "The Hying
Dutchman's Songbook: 200
Years of Seafarer's Music,"
an hour-long concert of sea
chanteys with Bob Webb, an
accomplished Singer and
raconteur. (Don't you wish
you were an accomplished
raconteur? My racontuering
is only so-so, but it's bound
to improve.) This special
concert starts at 2 p.m., and
is free with museum
admission. (Which is $3.50,
of course.) For more information, call 775-6148.

• Portland Recreation is
offering a free survival
course, ''The Four S's of
Survival," at the Riverton
Community Center, 1600
Forest Ave. The class wiJI
cover wilderness survival
and winter safety, and will
be held from 6:30-8:30 pm
on Oct 22. Ken Cole,
survivalist and co-author of
the Boy Scout Handbook
and past president of the
Boy Scouts, will teach this
course. Mr. Cole will cover
such basic, essential survival lessons as ''The Bear's
Den: A Good Place to Spend
the Night Only If You Are A
Bear," "Build a Fire By
Rubbing Two Dry Boy

Scouts Together," "The Can
Opener's Role in Preserving
Human Life" and many
other favorites. For registration and information, call
874-8455.
• The Nashville school of
country music - sometimes
called the "My Big Rig's
Rollin' Down the Cheatin'
Side of Town" school - is
dead. (Well, it certainly
sounds that way.) But a few
people are actually beginning to nurse the genre back
to health - people like Mary
Chapin Carpenter, who is
appearing at Raoul's tonight
at 9 p.m. The Austin (Texas)
Chronicle calls Ms. Chapin
"a thoughtful and detailed
songwriter,
one of
the
resurgent
young
stars of country music." (As
usual, the Austin [Texas]
Chronicle has made a
crucial understatement!
Mary Chapin Carpenter is a
killer.) Tickets for this event
are $12. For more information, call 773-6886.

• Please join us this
evening at the low end of
the dial- WMEA 90.1, to be
exact - where the Milwaukee Symphony, conducted
by Krzysztof Penderecki,
will perform Mendelssohn's
"The Fair Melusiana"j
Penderecki's "Violin
Concerto" (featuring the
stunning attack and swooping vibrato of Christiane
Edinger, soloist)j and
Shostakovich's "Symphony
No. 9," The Mendelssohn
piece will begin at approximately 8 o'clock, filling you
with the most ineffable
romantic r pture until
about 8:30 p.m., when the
Penderecki piece takes over
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Chicago88YS:
Sun Times
~'Class Act"

meets

soul of

North Africa!
Saturday, October 20
8:00PM
Portland Performing Arts Center,
25A Forest Avenue
Tickets $13 Call 774-0465
Also available at
Amadeus Music & Gallery Music
With support from
Dwight l. and l yono Allison Jozz Sones.
Aetna life & Casualty, Soule Allen ~roo:e
and the National Endowm.nt for the Arts
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-thurs. 10/9

Marguerite
,Juenemann &:
Gary Wittner
-frio 10/19

Steve Blum Trio
20 danforth st. - 772-8114
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Boston Globe 88YS:
"Good Fun , . ,
the best!"

Solve a hilarious murdery mystery
over a four course dinner!

If

• T'ai Chi is an ancient
marshal art, a meditation in
movement that develops
relaxation. You can experi-

world of professional dance,
while Elizabeth Simonson,
formerly of the Minnesota
Dance Theatre, will demonstrate cold-weather terpsichorean methodology. The
class runs from 6 to 7 p.m.
and costs a measly $7. For
more information, call 8783032. Break a leg! Preferably
not mine.

~~~~:~~~~~~:~~~ Jean Redpath has a
gigantic voice and a razorsharp sense of humor. If
circumferyou haven't heard her on
ence of the globe
in
"A Prairie Home Compan1986 - alone! solus! all by
himself! in a 6O-foot sloop,
ion," "American Radio
Company of the Air" or any
no less! setting a new
world's record of 150 days!
other venue, live or otherwise, then you
lived in
really! honest! - and can tell
you firsthand what shape
the world is in. (Round,
mostly wet.) He
will describe his
travels to you
tonight at 7:30.........:~..._
p.m. at the
Portland Museumof Art,
Seven Congress
Square, Portland.
As always,
admission to the
Museum is free
on Thursday
nights. For more
information, call
775-6148.

• You with the tutu and the
leotards: Grab your slippers
and pirouette down to the
American Ballet East, 17
Bishop St., Portland, for a
Master Gass in ballet
conducted by members of
the Feld Ballet Company of
New York. Geralynn
DeICorso, formerly of the
New York City Ballet, the
American Ballet Theatre,
the Berlin Ballet, Royal
Huston Ballet, and now
with the Feld Ballet, wiJI
coach you on the finer
points of job security in the

BAKER'S TABLE, 434 Fore St., Old

DE;L!Vef<.5

Monkfish Mussel
Stew
with Spinach
Pemod Pesto
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$9.95

One of many enlIees under $10
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• Tippy-top talk
in Topsham:
WCBB channel 10
and L.L.Bean
invite you to a
Special slide
presentation and . ,..11'"7,
lecture by Jim
Whittaker, the
Mt. Everest Peace Gimb
expedition leader, 7:30 p.m.
this evening at Mt. Ararat
High School in Topsham,
Come hear the harrowing
story of the Mt. Everest
Earth Day 20 International
Peace Gimb, and perhaps
even hear how this one
mission came to be identified by so many different
names. Patron admission is
$30 and gets you priority
seating at the lecture, as
well as admission to a
reception at Captain Daniel
Stone Inn, Brunswick, to
meet Jim Whittaker. If you
don't feel particularly
patronizing, general admission is $10. Tickets are
available from WCBB-TV
Lewiston, and L.L.Bean,
Freeport. For more information, call 865-4761. Why
should you go all that way
to hear Jim Whittaker
speak? Because he's there.

ence this graceful discipline
firsthand - for free! - 7:30
p.m. at the Casco Bay
Movers, 341 Cumberland
Ave, Greg Larson will show
you some basic stuff, and if
you're really interested, will
lead you. in a series of T' ai
Chi classes beginning Nov.
1. The lessons will cost $8
each. (This is a really good
deal!) Call Greg Larson at
549-3183 for more information.
• Dodge Morgan, businessman and all-around l-ailliI)g
enthusiast,

How To Trim
Your Budget
Without Cutting
The Essentials

:11.0

Jazz

and gives you a heavy sense
of your mortality. The
Shostakovich symphony
will then give you a reason
to live again starting at
about 9 o'clock. Thereafter,
it's up to you.
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Dinner & Show 7 P.M. Also Fri's & Sat's

772-0360
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58 Pine Street 773-8223

EXPERIENCE
RAVE ~Dd.~~
The,. was another
'summer of love' "
In England, as
AcId House 'raves'
took off In dubs,
warehouses, and
fields.

vain - until tonight! The
First Parish Church, 425
Congress St., Portland,
presents"An Evening of
Scottish Song" with Jean
Redpath, starting at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $10 in advance,
$12 at the door. For more
information, call 774-4940.
• The Bobs, a New Wave a
capeJla group, commemorated the October Stock
Market Crash of 1987 by
composing the hymn "First
I was a hippy, then I was a
stockbroker. Now I am a
hippy again," Are you
sufficiently out there to
recognize the genius of
that? Then make your way
up to the Pickard Theater,
Memorial Hall, Bowdoin
College, for an evening with
The Bobs. The concert starts
at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are $8,
$4 with Bowdoin 1.0. Call
725-3000 for further infor-

--
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Nickelodeon

Avalon Director Barry Levinson returns to
Baltimore, where he filmed "Diner" and
"Tin Men: alter making the geographically diverse "Good Moming, Vietnam"
and "Rain Man ." Levinson's latest movie
is an autobiographical acoount of three
generations of an immigrant Jewish
family living in Baltimore.
Clnem. P.radl.o Giuseppe Tomatore's
Academy Award-winning movie is about
growing up and how the icons created by
the cinema shape what people believe
in. The movie describes the life of a small
Italian seaooast town and its Cinema
Paradiso, where people gathered and
loved, lought and played . "Cinema
Paradiso" is nostalgic for the time when
movies were movies and people still
knew the meaning of community.
Cadillac Man Robin Williams is the womanizing super-salesman you woul<.l buy
a used car Irom - at oonsiderable risk.
Desperate Houra Mickey Rourke is cast
as an escaped convict who terrorizes a
suburban family. Funny, we can 't quite
picture him In the role.
Fantasl. Walt Disney's animated masterpiece, digitally remastered for better
sound and enhanced color. One 01 the
finest examples of animated film ever to
have been produced. Highly recom-

MARY-CHAPIN
CARPENTER
OCT. 22

mended.
Girt from Hunan This is the story offamily
and marriage in a Chinese village, circa

865 Forest Avenue
Ticket Info , 773-6886. Entertainment Hotline nS-2494

RESTAURANT & TAVERN
Homemade Soups, Chowder, Desserts, Burgers,
Sandwiches and Much More!

Goodfellaa Martin Scorsese 's gangster
film has been generally acciaimed for its
realistic depiction of the mob and its
graphic violence. The killing and the
bone cracking are certainly graphic, but
hardly gratuitous. As far as being realistic,
who knows? Most people's impression
01 the mob has been entirely fashioned
by Hollywood anyway. The blatant racism and sexism along with the stereotyping of Italian Americans is disturbing,
but there seems to be rhyme to
Soorsese's reason . What is surprising
and riveting about the movie is the humor
and warmth that permeate a story of
violence and betrayal.
Marked for Death Steven 58agal plays
a retired drug enforcement officer who
returns home to find his old neighborhood destroyed by drugs. Want to wager
a bet that he won't relum to work?
Memphis Belle Matthew Modine stars in
this movie about a World War II bomber
crew on its final mission.
Mr" Destiny Jim Belushi plays a man who
wonders what his life might have been if
he hadn't struck out in a high school
baseball game.

OUTSIDE DECK

.<

774-3550

Hollywood loves a good psychopath - just throw in a few dumb
victims and a good dose of isolation and the movie is bound to be
a hit. But Hollywood seems to loathe any story that is truly
frightening, even when it includes a ruthless killer, hundreds of
victims and the type of isolation that's not only physically inescapable but psychologically inescapable as well.
"Henry: Portrait of a Serial Killer" didn't break any box office
office records. It's simply too frightening. The bad guy never gets
an axe in the head . And nothing changes for the better_In fact
nothing much changes at all except our own understanding of the
capacity to kill.
The 1986 movie, which received a limited theatrical release last
year, has recently been released on videocassette. Home viewers,
be forewarned : it doesn't fit a we1I-<1efined genre. There's less
blood than the typical Arnold 5chwarzenegger extravaganza and
the kind of terror the movie reveals is the kind of terror that
follows you for days after seeing the movie - nothing that translates well into a 6O-second trailer.
The movie starts by introducing Henry's legacy, his victims.
One body after another is revealed. As director John McNaughton
slowly acclimates our eyes to the gore, he allows time - almost too
much time - for our imagination to take over, picturing how this
one was killed or what was happening in the moments before that
one died. Slowly McNaughton adds the echoes of the victims'
futile screams and the deaths become more real, more present. The
effect is terrifying, perhaps more terrifying than if the audience
had been witness to the killings. And there isn' t even a killer yet.
Michael Rooker plays Henry and Henry kills because he likes it.
His victims are prostitutes, petty crooks and people who are alone
in the world. They are the people no one misses. Unlike other
psychopath movies, the suspense isn' t built upon the relentless
stalking of one dumb victim after another. The killing hardly
matters at all in the beginning. And if no one bothered with Henry,
he'd just continue killing. And then there would be no movie.
Henry lives with Otis, a man he met in prison. Their life goes
along without interruption. Otis pumps gas, deals drugs and picks
up young boys, and Henry kills. Things stay this way until Otis's
sister comes to stay. When she bothers with Henry it ultimately
doesn't matter much to him, but she stirs up feeling s in Henry,
Otis and herself that propel the movie toward its inevitable end.
Henry is unique and although it frightening to think of the
countless cold-blooded murders he' s committed, it's not likely you
would encounter Henrys off the silver screen. It would be possible
to dismiss Henry as a freak, to forget about him after the movie is
over. But Otis is everywhere. You know him. And as Otis is drawn
into Henry's life, he changes and does things he'd never do if it
weren't for Henry and if it weren't for his sister. He's the most
frightening because he could be anyone and he's capable of
anything.
In the end there is no hero, no vindication. The effect is unsettling. And McNaughton even suggests that Henry's victims are
changed by him before they are killed by him. If all of Henry's
victims have identified with him the way Otis and his sister have,
no one's entirely innocent. And this doesn't sit well either.
It's not the act of murder that's frightening in "Henry," but the
capacity to commit murder. This leaves behind the haunting
feeling that returns for days after seeing the movie. It's clear that
Henry is capable of murder. He's still killing people as the movie
ends. He won't ever change. The only thing that changes in the
end is us.
A,.,.Si~r

Portrait of a Serial Killer is available at Videoport, 151 Middle
St., Portland. For more information, call 773-1999.

The October Sun is still warm
- - and our Deck is is still Open! - -

On the Waterfront
In the Old Port
84 Commercial St.
Portland, Maine

Portrait of a serial killer
and others

Ii

Pacific Height. Matthew Modine and
Melanie Griffith playa young oouple who
buy an old house and, after lots of hard
work, rent an apartment in their newly
renovated home to a psychopath
(Michael Keaton). The plot synopsis and
the cast might lead you to believe this is
going to be lunny. Don't be fooled. The
coming attractions indicate that this movie
takes itself seriously (Modine in overalls
and all).

Po.tcard. from the Edge Mike Nichols' Pump Up The Volume tackles too much :
("The Graduate" and ·SilkWOOd") directs
highschool, love, music cenSOrship, FCC
regulations and rebellion . The tenuous
Meryl Streep and Shirley MacLaine in a
plot and bland direction of this movie
comedy about the relationship be1ween
a celebrity mom and her drug-addicted
about a teenager who broadcasts from
an underground radIO station in his subdaughter, based on the novel by Carrie
Fisher. 11'5 a movie about nothing, alurban home take away from what really
though lots 01 people seem to think it's
works: Christian Slater's performance
aboutdrug addic1ion and recovery, family
and the way he interacts with the fabustrife and reconciliation. Slreepcan'tsave
lous soundtrack. Slater plays the shy,
it although she does the best she can
frightened and confused teenager as
w~h the lack of material. MacLaine does
well as he plays the loquacious Harry
an admirable job as Debbie Reynolds,
Hard-On . Listening \0 Harry describe
but a song does not make a movie
what ails the world and watching him
anymore. The movie doesn't even reach
thrash around to banned songs is a
the saccharine level of most of
movie in itself.
Hollywood's blather about mothers and
daughters.

Temple and Middle, Portland.
772-9751
·Rrst, third and fourth shows
only Mon-Fri
Desperate Hour. (R)
9:30 only (through Oct 18)
Fl.ttln.... (R)
1 :25 , 3:40, 7 :05, 9:30
(through Oct 18)
Presumed Innocent (A)
1 :10,4 :05, 6 :50,9:20
(through Oct 18)
White Hunter (R)
1 :30, 3 :45, 7 :20, 9:35
(through Oct 18)
Air America (R)
1 :20, 3:35, 7:10 (through Oct 18)
Night of the LIving Dead (PG)
1 :30, 3:20, 7 :30, 9:30
(from Oct 19)
Qulgly Down Under (PG)
1 :15, 3:40, 7:10, 9 :35
(from Oct 19)
Avalon (PG)
1, 3 :25. 7. 9 :25 (from Oct 19)
Miller'S Crossing (R)
1 :05, 3 :30, 6 :50 , 9 :15
(from Oct 19)
Postcards from the Edge (R)
1 :10, 3:15, 7: 15, 9 :20
Pump Up the Volume (R)
1 :15, 3:40, 7:15, 9:45

Qulgly Down Under Tom Selleck stars
as a 1900's American cowboy hired by
Australian rancher Alan Rickman as a
sharpshooter.
Sabotage A secret agent plots to plant a
bomb . What else? Typical early
Hitchcock.
•
Shoah The long documentary on the Holocaust will , at times, make you wonder
if a beller job might have been done
editing the film. But the repeated images, the persistent questioning and the
several returns to the same subjects all
lit into place. ·Shoah" is disturbing; the
attitudes of both the survivors and the
people who let the persecution continue
has changed little in the last 40 years.
The documentary is being shown in four
parts at Bowdoin College.

Evening Star
Tontine Mall, Brunswick

729-5486
Memphl. Belle (PG)
7, 9 :05

The Movies
10 Exchange Street, Portland
Cinema Paradiso
Oct2D-23
Sat-Sun Mat 3 :15
Sun-Tues 7, 9
cadillac Man
Oct2D-23
Sat-Sun Mat 3 :15
Sun-Tue 7, 9
Tong T.n.
Oct 24-28
Wed-Fri 7:15, 9
Sat-Sun 3 , 7
Special SerI. .:
An Introductton to Film

The Movies
10 Exchange SI. , Portland
772-9600
Sabotage
Oct. 20-21
Sat-Sun 5 p.m .

BowdoIn College
Brunswick
725--3151
Shosh (IV)
Oct 24, 7:30 p.m.
Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall
Vldeoserl. .:
"Olrl From Hunan,"
(Chinese, 1988)
Oct 22, 7 p.m .
USM's Portland Hall
Congress St, Portland

Swinging Hot (jazz) lillie Willie's, 36
Market St, Portland. 773-4500.
Barry ArvIn Young Band, DT Salzur. .
(rock) Geno's,13 Brown St, Portland.
772-7891 .
The Stephen Blum Trio Gazz) Cafe No,
20 Danlorth St. Portland. 772-8114.
Karaoke (interactive entertainment)
Horsefeathers, 193 Middle S~ Portland.
773-3501 .
The Upsettera (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Hot Cherry Pie (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market St, Portland. 774-5246.
Knotta and C _ _ , Paut French (rock)
Dry Dock. 84 Commercial St, Portland.
774-3550.
floating Boats (rock).old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Gandhi'. Lunchboll (rock) The Pound,
Shore Rd, Cape Neddick. 363-5471.
Saan Sh_rln (irish) Gritty McDuff's, 396
Fore St, Portland. 772-2739.

SUNDAY 10.21
Open Mike Night, Geno's 13 Brown St,
Pordand. 772-7891.
Open Mike Night, Unde Billy's, 60 Ocean
Texa.vllle Peter Bogdanovich's sequel
St, S. Portland. 767-7119.
to "The Last Picture Show· is based Cafe No Jazz Jam, open jam sesalon
again on characters created by Larry
wtth rhythm section (byo jazz) Cafe
McMurty. Jeff Bridges. Cybill Shepard ,
No, 20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
Annie Potts, ClorisLeachman and Randy Unplugged Local Acoustic Music (stuff)
Quaidretum in theoontinuing sagaollile
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave, Portland . 773in a small Texas town.
6886.
Welcome Home Foxy Carmlchaet Room 32 (rock) Old Port Tavern . 11
Winon a Ryder as a teenager who is
Moulton St. Portland. 774-0444 .
looking for acceptance .
Darien Brahm. (rock) Grilly McDufrs.
Tong Tana A European gone native
396 Fore St, Portland. 772-2739.
among the Penans of Borneo struggles Terry James (folk) Squire Morgan's, 46
to hah the logging of the rainforest.
Market St, Portland. 774-5246 .
Headliner Comedy with Bruce Teall
and Bob Seidel (cornedy)T-Bird's, 126
N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040.

MONDAY 10.22

General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road
774-1022
Mr_ Destiny (pG)
1 :30, 4 :15, 7, 9 :30
Memphl. Belle (PG) '
1,3:15,5:30,7:45, 10
Marked For Death (R)
1, 3:05, 5 :10, 7:15, 9 :20
Fantasl. (G)
1 :15, 4, 7, 9 :30
Pacific Heights (R)
1,3:15,5:30,7:45, 10
Ooodfellas (Rl
1, 4, 7 , 10
Ohost (PG)
1:30, 4:15,7,9:50

SATURDAY 10.20

CLUBS

Monday Night Football Wide Screen
TV (culture) Moose Alley, 46 Market St,
Pordand. 774-5246
Monday Night Footb.1I Wide Screen
TV (culture) Spring Point Cafe, 175
Pickell St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Room 32(rock)Old PortTavem, 11 Moulton
St, Portland. 774-0444.

TUESDAY 10.23

Open Mike Night with Peter Gle. .on,
Spring Point Cale, 175 Pickett St, S.
Portland. 767-4627.
Kevin Midgley (blues) Grilly McDuff's,
396 Fore St, Portland. 772-2739.
Fl ••h Allen (piano) Litlle Willie's, 36 Mar- The Inspectora (rock) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
ket St, Portland. 773-4500.
floating Boats (rock) Old Port Tavern, Pretty Woman (movie) Moose Alley, 46
Market St, Portland. 774-5246.
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Gunner (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891 .
HAB.(rock)SpringPointCafe,175Pickell
St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
M.rgurlte Jeunemann .nd G.ry
Improv Comedy: Mad Hor.e
Wittner (jazz) Cafe No, 20 Danforth St,
Comedlens (comedy) lillie Willie's, 36
Portland. 772-8114.
Market St, Portland. 773-4500.
Legend (rock) Moose Alley, 46 MarketSt,
Acoustic
Claaalc: Jim Gall.nt, Dan
PorUand. 774-5246.
Tonini, Ric Edml.ton (acoustic)
Tom
Plrozzoll
Group
(rock)
Horsefeathers, 193 Middle St, Portland.
Horsefeathers, 193 Middle St, Portland.
773-3501 .
773-3501.
The Inspectora (rock) Old Port Tavern,
Greg Powera DJ, Laser Karaoke (en11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
tertainment) T-Bird's, 126 N. Boyd St,
Chronic Invalids, S.M_R_ (rock) Geno's,
Portland. 773-8040.
13 Brown St, Portland. 772-8760.
Barrenee Whitfield and the Savages
Red Light Revue (rock, rhythm and blues)
(rock) Zoots, 3t Forest Ave, Portland.
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773773-8t87.

THURSDAY 10.18

..,

WEDNESDAY 10.24

6886.

FRIDAY 10.19
PortCltyAilstara (rock, rhythm and blues)
Raoul 's, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-

6886.
H_R-B. (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickell
St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
The Stephen Blum Trio Gazz) Cafe No,
20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
Hot Cherry Pie (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market St, Portland. 774-5246.
floating Boat. (rock) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Tom
Plrozzoll
Group
(rock)
Horsefeathers, 193 Middle St, Portland.
773-3501 .
Stevie and the Blackouts (rock) The
Pound. Shore Rd, Cape Neddick. 363-

K. Barry Saundera Quartet Gazz) Cafe
NO, 20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
Bachelor Night (xxxxx) Moose Alley, 46
Market St, Portland. 774-5246 .

DANCING

Zootz, 31 Forest St. Porlland . Wed:
Progressives. Thu: Live Music. Fri : Post
Modern - Chern Free; Sat: Cutting Edge
Dance; Sun : Request Night. 773-8187.
The Moon, 425 Fore St, PorUand. Open
nightly, 8 pm on ... Fri-Sat until 3 am. No
cover. 871-0663.
Salutes, 20 MilkSt, Portland. Open nightly
until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200 .
Bounty, 200 Riverside St, Portland. Fridays, 18+. Open Fri-Sat until3 am. Opens
Sun-Thu at8 pm. 772-8033.
5471 .
T -Bird'., 126 N . Boyd St, Portland. FriSwinging Hot (jazz) Litlle Willies, 36
Sat Dancing '50s & '60s, Wed ContemMarket St, Portland. 773-4500.
poraries. 773-8040.
Barry ArYIn Young Band, DT Salzures
(rock) Dry Dock, 84 Commercial St,
Portland. 774-3550.
The Whig. (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St,
Contin""d on page 18
PorUand. 772-7891 .

- ,~ 4JL fTZ-JSt4»present.

THURSDAY OCTOBER 18

THRILLER
THURSDAY
GREG POWERS DJ-

Introducing Laser

Karaoke

Video-Sing-A-long, You can be a star!

HEADLINERS:
Bruce Teall
& Bob Seibel

Doors open al7oShowtime 8:30
TUESDAY OCTOBER 23

DOORS OPEN AT 7 0 NO COVER !II

$1 Coorllight Dralts all night long!
FRIDAY OCTOBER 19

THANKWMGX
IT'S FRIDAY
Fantastic Free

Happy Hour Buffet
93~ Coors Lillht
$1.93 Well Dnnks
1st 200 pBOpl8
in for FREE aflB' 7 p.m.
SATURDAY OCTOBER 20

DANCING TO THE
50's & 60's & 70's
1st 200 people
in for FREE!
Doors open at 7

country Dance
Lessons

7:30-8:30

by a professional
instructor

Continued dancing to
COUNTRY MUSIC
Doors open at 7

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 24

WILD N WACKY
WEDNESDAY
Contemporary
Dance Night
$1 Dralm all Night
No Coverl • Doors open @

Be Watching for our WBLM Halloween
Usten to WBLM {or more details!

\lI,D<I~n'

126 North

ME • m-8040
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STAGE OPENING
ART

NOW OPEN!

_ _ NAILS
_ _ SKIN CARE
_ _ _ HAIR CARE
_ _ _ COLOR ANALYSIS

BOOKS
is now located at

_ _ _ _ MAKEUP ART

81 Ocean St.,
South Portland
Tel. 799-SAVE
U.ed & Out-or-Print Book.
We buy book., too.
tues to eri 12:30-5, sat 11:30-4

_ _ _ _ WAXING

774-0203

14 Forest Ave. Portland. ME 04101

W

ekome to casco Bay Weekly
These new and returning advertisers
help support us in our endeavor
to provide you with an alternative
to the daily news.

The Bounty - Portland
Martha Hall- Yarmouth
eM Productions - Scarborough
Suitsmi - Portland
Uz's Laundry - Portland
Brackett Street Market - Portland
Ingenuity Shop - Old Port
Domino's Pizza - Portland,
So. Portland, Cape EUzabeth
Marshall's Southern
Restaurant-Portland

Clnde... lla The CommunityLittie Theatre
of Aubum presents the musical fairy tale
"Cinderella: on Od19. 20, 26& 27 at8
CmtlinllJ!d {ron ,..ge 17
pm. and a matinee on Oct 21 at 2 pm at
the Performing Arts Center. Great Falls
School. Auburn. Tickets are $8.50 and
$6. For reservations, call 795-5853.
D.rk Ta'" The Celebration Bam Theater
presents Light Theatre's Halloween
presentation, a connection to the archetypal past of pagan belief and superstition. including rrime,magic, dance.
fire, juggling, shadow play, special effects, scary slories, ghosts, dark humor
and visitors from the other world. ThuSat. Oct 18, 19. 20 and 25. 26, 27 and
31. Show time is 8 pm. The theatre is
located on Stockfarm Rd, just oH Rte
117 N. in S. Paris. Tickets are $7 for
adults, $5lorkids. To make reservations,
call 743-8452.
Anne Dodson (folk) 8 pm, Luther Bonney
Auditorium at USM, Portland. Adrrission F.ld Ball.t The Twentyvirtuoso dancers
of the highly acclaimed Feld Ballet
is $6 in advance. $8 at the door. n3combine classical ballet with modem
9549.
dance. They'll perform at 8 pm on Oct 27
Bell.my Jazz Band and the Royal
at
Lewiston Jr. High School. Tickets are
River Phllh.rmonlc Jazz Band (jazz)
reserved seating, $16, $14 and $12.
7:30 pm. State Street Church. Portland.
Presented by LA Arts. For more inforAdvance tickets $10, also available at
mation, call 782·7228.
door. 839-6932.
BelI.my Jazz Band & Royal RIver L. . LI.lson. D.ngereuse. The Mad
Horse Theater Company presents
Philharmonic Jazz Band Oazz) Jazz
Chrislopher Hampton's play of intrigue,
Play-Off. 7:30 pmatStateStreet Church.
passion, obsession and se<iJction set in
Portland. Advance tickets $10. also
the decadent culture of 18th-century
available at the door. 839-6932.
France. Through Od 21. Thu. Fri and
N.ncy Honeytr_ (inspirational) 8 pm.
Sat a18 pm. Sun at 7 pm. Tickets: $12Oct 19. PeakesAuditonum at the Bangor
$15. Mad Horse Theater, 955 Forest
High School Auditorium. Tickels $8 at
Ave, PorUand. For more informalion,
lhe door. 947·2938.
call 797-3338.
Tradhlon.1 Music Trio (tradiNlghtshad. Presented by USM's theatre
tional Japanese music) Traditional
depl. Feminisl drama exploring the subJapanese music at 7 pm. Portland Mujugation of women by traditional religions
seumof ArtAudilorium, Seven Congress
and written by USM alumna Kate Larlee.
Square. POf1Iand. Free. 7804200.
7:30 pm, Oct 18. 20;5 pm21. $7 public,
$5 faculty/staff. $4 students. USM's Lab
Theatre. Russell Hall, Gorham. 7805483.
·NoI_OfrThe Maine Masque Theatre
at the University of Maine at Orono
launches its 85th season with the production of "Noises
a farce which
Albert "Iceman" Collin. with the Icetakes a peek behind the scenes of a play
b .... kers (blues) 7 and 10 pm. Raoul's.
in progress. It is a wry commenlary on
865 Forest Ave. Portland. n3-6886.
the foibles of human nature, particularly
Randy Weston (jazZ) 8 pm at the PorUand
as they relate 10 theater folk. Oct 18. 19
Per10nning Arts Center. 25A ForeslAve.
and 20 at8 pm and Oct 19 and 20 at 2
Portland. Tockets $13. n~465.
pm. Tickets are $6. Admission is free for
The Boy SIngers M.lne (classical &
UM students w~h an 10. For ticket resreligious choral) with organisl Edward
ervations. call 581-1755 or 581-MASK.
Larson. 11 am at the First Parish Church. Stool Magnoll_ The Cent8t' for the Arts
Gorham. Tickets at the door $5. 797attheChocolate Church presents Robert
4739 or 985-8086.
Harting's Fri and Sat eves at 8 pm (Oct
PonIand Symphony Orchestra with
19. 20 and 26. 27) and Sun ahs at 3 pm
tho Ch••tnut Br••• Comp.nr.
(Oct 21 and 28). Tickets are $1 0 and $8.
"Swing's the Thing: (swing) 8 pm.
For more information. call 442-8627.
Portland City Hall Auditorium. Cole
Por1er. George Gershwin and Dixieland
Jazz. Tickets are $28. $21, $16. and
$10. For more information, cal n38191.

CON
CERTS

FRIDAY 10.19

_.mI

SATURDAY 10.20

Off:

err

SUNDAY 10.21
Bob W.bb (sea chanteys) -The Flying.
Dutchman's Songbook: 200 Years of
Seafarer's Music: 2 pm at the Portland
MuseumofArt,SevenCongressSquare,
POf1Iand. Free.
PortI.nd Symphony Orchestra with
tho Ch ••tnut Br ••• Comp.ny.
"Swing's the Thing: (swing) 3 pm.
Portland City Hall Auditorium. Cole
Por1er, George Gershwin and Dixieland
Jazz.Ticketsare$28,$21,$16and$10.
foor more information. call n3-8191.

MONDAY 10.22
Wednesday, Oct. 31-8 PM
SON ESTA HOTEL PORTLAND GRAND BALLROOM
FEATURING

PAPA LOVES MAMBO
with Charlie Brown

Altarl. Quartet (classical) Concert will
feature works by Haydn. Berg &
Schubert. 8 pm at WHIIs1on-W8SI C0ngregational Church. 32 Thomas St.
Portland. Tickets $8 for aduhs. $5 for
seniors and students.
Mary ChapIn Carpontor(country) 9 pm.
Raoul·s. 865 Forest Ave. Portland.
TIckets: $12. n3-8668.

FIRST PRIZE

BEST COSTUME $500
and other great prizes

UPCOMING

$10 in advance, $15 at the door

ZeIn! YoulI9 and Band (blues), Raoul·s.
865 Fores1 Ave. Portiand. Tickets: $5.
$4 for So,M.B,S. members. n3~.

Tickets may be purchased at: Raffles' Bad Habits' Limelight
The Sonesta • Blackstones' Whip & Spoons' Drop Me A Line

Allman BI oth.... Band (rock) 7:30 pm.
Oct 28 at the Cumberland County Civic

TICKETS

SPONSORS: Maine Health Foundation· Son est a Hotel· Portland
School of Art· Humboldt National Graphics' Casco Bay Weekly
Magic 93 WMGXlS6 WGAN • Art Directors Club of Greater Portland

Center. Porland. TICkets $17.50 in advance. $18.50 day of show. For tickets.
call box offlO8 or Ticketron. 1-800-382-

8080.

·Unhand Me. 81"" Embassy Players
presents the revival of Hank Beebe's
musical melodrama at the Schoolhouse
ArtsCent8t' atSebagoLake. In this lively
musical. Beebe uses all the essential
elements of traditional melodrama - the
iopscable villain, the worthy heroine.
and the good-hearted hero - and places
them In a comIernporary setting. Show
plays Thu. Frt & Sal eves at 8 pm and
Suns at 2 pm through Oct 21. Admission at the door is $10 for adults. $6 for
S8t'liors 82 and ao/er or kids under 12.
For reservations, cal 642-3743 or n31648. The Schoolhouse Arts Center is
located half a block north of lhe junction
of rtes 114 and 35 in Sebago lake
Village.

T
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THE BLUE MOON
HAS A NEW FACE

BLUE

New Business Person's Lunch
• Pizza by-the-piece,
Soups & Salads
in addition to Super Clubs & Burgers
• Affordable ...
Relaxed or quick-service meals
now available at the Blue Moon

L.wl.ton-Auburn ColI.g., 51-55
Westminster St, Lewiston. Photography
exhibit. Quebec Joyau du Patrimoine
Modial. by Eugen Ked!. Oct 21-Nov 16.
with an opening reception from 2-4 pm.
Oct21. Hours: Mon-Fri. 8am-7pm. 7834860.
Zootz. 29 Forest Ave, Portland. "Homel
Homeless' Art Show - 100 works in the
show. half of which are done by the
homeless. Opening reception Oct 18
from 5-7 pm. Hours: Tue12-3 pm, Wed
12-5 pm, Thu 12-8 pm, Fri-Sat 12-5pm.
Admission is free. n5-0105 or 5497516.

Join Marty, AI and Joey
for Happy Hour Daily
• Drink SpeCials
• Free Munchies
4:30 to 7:30

AROUND TOWN
The Art Gall.ry At Six Doering St....t.
Portland. "like Father. Like Son: an
exhibition of oil paintings, watercolors
and pastels byT.M. Nicholas and Caleb
Stone. Show continues through Oct 27.
Gallery hours: Tue-$at 11 am-5 pm the
first 2 weeks of the month: thereafter, by
chance or by appl. n2-9605.
Th. But.r Gall.ry, PorUand School of
Art. 619 Congress St. Portland. "The
Swiss School: Late to Poslmodern
Graphic Design: Through Nov 9. Gallery hours: Tu...Sun. 11 am-4 pm. Thu
eves till 9. n5-3052.
BayvI.w Gall.ry, 75 MarketSt, PorUand.
J. Philip Richards: a comprehensive
exhibit of oils, watercolors and caseins
through Oct 31. Exhibits by gallery art·
Ists include WO(ks by David Little, Orrin
Tubbs, Carol Hayes. Carol Sebord and
Helen 51. Clair. Hours: 10 am-6 pm
Mon-Sal. For more information, cal 7733007.
Th. C.nt.r for th. Art • •t tho
Chocolat. Church, Bath. An exhibition of illustrations by artist Douglas
Alvord for Sarah Ome Jewett's classic
New England short story, "A White
Heron:Through Oct 28. Gallery hours:
Tue-Fri 9 am-4 pm. Sat 12-4 pm. 4428627.
Congr••• Squ... G.II.ry, 42 Exchange St. PPltland. Works of Werfel.
Gutekuns~ Kline and Holmquist in oil,
watercolor and pastel. Other gallery
artistswil alsobeon view. Through midNovember. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri. lIS pm: Sat-$un, 12~ pm; Frt & Sat eves.
7-9 pm. n4-3369.
Danforth Gallery. 34 Danforth St. Portland. Second Annual Senior Citizen Art
Show: Route 1, 1990 Kittery to
Brunswick. Through Oct 27. Gallery
hours: Tue-Sat. 11 am-5 pm. n5-6245.
Dean V.lentga. Gall.ry, 60 Hampshire
St, POf1Iand. Frederick Lynch: an exhibit
of paintings (oil on panel). Through Nov
4. Gallery hours: Thu 12 n00n-8 pm, Fri
& Sat 12 ooon-5 pm. Sun 12 noon-4 pm.
and by appl. 772-2042.
Dlmora, 26 Exchange St, Portland. R...
eent works by Cheryl Boykin Bryant.
lhrough Oct 31. Hours: Mon-Wed 10
am-6 pm. Thu-$at 10 am-8 pm. Sun 10
am-5 pm. For more information call n57049.
EV.nI G.llery, 7 Pleasant St, Portland.
"The Hidden World of the Nearby.' dyetransfer prints by John Wawrzonek.
whose large color prints examine the
colors and textures of lhe New England
landscape. Exhibit runs through Oct 20.
Hours: Tu ... Fri 10 am-6pm, Sat 11 am4 pm. 879-0042.
G ....nhut Gall.rl ... 146 Middle St.
Portland. Original work by Jane Dahmeu,
Connie Hayes, Glenn Renell. Duncan
Slack. Anne Avesinger, Thomas
Connolly. Mark McKenzie and many
others. Through Nov 12. Gallery Hours:
Mon-5at.l0:30am-5:30pm. n2-2S93.
Maine Pott.... Market, 376 Fore St,
Portland. Porcelain by Nancy Button.
Through Oct 29. Hours: 10 am-6 pm. 7
days a week. n4-1633.
The Joan Whhney Payson Gallery.
Westbrook College. 716 Stevens Ave.
Portland. ·Potkopolis.· Sue Cae's mukimedia works on paper exarrining the
meat Industry and. by implication.
humanity·s cruelty to humanity as reflected in humanity's cruelty to "/ower"
forms of life. Through Oct 28. Hours:
Tue-Fri 10 am-4 pm (ThU until 9 pm).
Sat·Sun 1-5 pm. 797-9548.
Portland MllHUm of Art. Seven C0ngress Square. PorUand. Reflections of
the Built Environment. an exhibition of
31 paintings. drawings. sculpture and
ceramics on loan from the permanent
oolection. Exhibition demonstrates how,
over the pas1 century. architecture has
continued 10 playa diverse role in art.
both as imagery and as a physical presence assuming a sculptural form.
Through Jan 20. 1991. Tue-Sat. 10-5;
Sun. 12-5; free on Thu eves. 5-9. n56148.
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Once in a Blue Moon
something speCial happens!

Fred Lynch's striped regard
Fred Lynch's recent paintings possess an elegant surface that
glows with the radiance and luster of exotic crystals. His assembled
and shaped paintings of the past have given way to the use of
simple rectangles and totem shapes. He has stripped down his
pictures to the bare bones. Reduced to simple stripes used in a
horizontal and diagonal format, his exquisite surfaces now playa
major role, where previously they existed as a mere part of the
complete picture.
Lynch now works rather small and laboriously. His pictures are
stripes or bands of transparent colors layered over opaque pieces of
pigment, which he scrapes, paints and scrapes again to expose
saturated color. Finally, a patina is used to capture a mood of
intimacy only obtainable in his recent reduction of elements.
This show consists of three basic groups: rectangular forms with
horizontal stripes, very small totems with horizontal stripes and
odd square shapes modified to suggest apparent motion back in
space with horizontal stripes. All of these pieces - done in oil on
panel - project from the wall about two inches. The sides have been
spackled with joint compound, sanded and allowed to remain bare
wood and raw spackle. For Lynch, these crafty constructions
become important skeletons on which he orchestrates his skins of
paint.
These pictures refer to road signs, highway division lines and
warning Signals. Lynch's new work is very simple at first glance
but rewardingly alluring upon close examination.
Lynch takes great pleasure in the act and craft of painting. His
designs are heavily influenced by Indian blankets and tapestries of
other cultures, times and religions. I am reminded of the spiritual
as well as visual aspects he has chosen to confront us with.
At the age of 55, he has successfully caught his wind and taken
full stride in the contemporary art scene. I look forward to future
shows with this promising mid-career artist.
Fred Lynch's work continues through Nov. 4 at the Dean
Velentgas Gallery, 60 Hampshire St., Portland.
Chuck Thompson

The Spirited Gourm.t, 14251. John St,
Portland. Mixed media art show through
Oct 31. with works by Randail Harris,
Paul HOllingsworth, Terry McKelvey.
Alayne & Julianne Reed and Paul
Rodrigue. Hours: Mon-Fri lOam. n32919
Stein Cont.mpor.ry GI ..... 20 Milk St.
Portland. Abstract vase forms in abstract
"fruit' shapes by James Holmes Oct
through Nov 30. Hours: Mon-Satll amS pm, Sun 1-4 pm. n2-9072.
Portl.nd MUMUm
Art. Seven Congress Square. Portland. Hours: Tu...
Sat. 10-5; SUn. 12-5: free on Thursday
evenings,5-9. "The Boat Show: Fantastic
Vessels. Fictional Voyages: an exhibit
featuring artists' interpretations of boats
in a variety of media including glass.
wood. hay and fiber (through Oct 28).

err

n5-6148.

err

University
Southern Main•• Campus Center. Portland. "Pars Orientalis:
East Asia in Old Maps,' an exhibit illustrating the development of cartographic
representations of China. Japan. Korea
and other parts of Easl Asia from the
15th- to the , 9th-centuries. Through Oct
30. Hours: 7am-l opm. Mon-Fri, lOam10 pm Sat-Sun. 780-5492 or 780-4090.

OUT OF TOWN
Mal ... Audubon Socle., Anne Kilham
of Rockport wi/lexhibit her silkscreened
nole cards. advent calendars and watercolors through Oct 31 at the MAS
headquar1ers, Gilsland Farm, 118 Rte.
1 in Falmoulh. Hours: 9 am-5 pm MonSat. noon-5 pm Sun's and holidays.
781-2330.

Bowdoin Colleg. Mus.um of Art,
Brunswick. An exhibit of color serigraphs by S. Harpswell arlist John
Carman wiH be on display through Oct in
LancasterLounge. Moulton Union. Also,
From Durer to Picasso: Five Centuries
of Master Prints from a Private Collection, a wide selection of European prints
dating from 1500 to the middle of this
century. Highlights include Dutch prints
of Ihe Mannerist and Baroque periods.
In conjunction with the exhibtt, Donald
A. Rosenthal. assoc. dir. and curator of
collections. will present a lecture at 1
pm. Oct 24 and 3 pm. Oel 28. Free.
Museum hours: Tue-Sat, 10 am-5 pm,
Sun 2-5 pm. 725-3254.
Gold/Smith Gallery, 7 McKown St,
Boolhbay Harbor. Collage and Abstractions by Helen SI. Clair. figurative
drawings by Abinas Elskus, drawings by
Fraas-Slade. acryfics by John Vander
and mixed media on paper by John
Kimball. Through Nov24. Gallery hours:
Wed-Sat. 10 am-5 pm. or by appt. 6336252.
Hob. Sound Gall.ri. . North .nd Element. Gallery. Brunswick. Haystack
Faculty 90, an overview of works of the
faculty at Haystack Mountain School of
Crafts. including Wayne Higby. Seth
Stem. Christine Frederighi, Bob
Trotman, Dennis Gilbert, Susan Groce.
Marjorie Moore and 27 others. Through
Nov24. Opening reception for the artists
at both galleries from 5-7 pm, Oct 24.
For more information. call Lynn Hendry
at Hobe Sound Galleries North. 7254191: or Bill Robertson al Elements
Gallery, 729-1108.

425 Fore St. 871-0663
In Portland's Oldport

And it's happening now:

OUR NEW BLUES CLUB IS OPEN
premiering with

Friday & Saturday October 19th & 20th
(and weekends thru December)
DANCING 9:00PM t NOCOVER t PROPER DRESS REQUIRED

Enlargement Sale!
5x7
only

1A9

(reg. 2.49)

Hurry... Sale Ends
Wednesday, October 31
30 City Cel11er. Port/alld • 772-7296
71 US'RoLlte /. ScarhomLlxh • 883-7363
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ART
Thom. Memorial Ubrary. 6 Scott Dyer
Rd. Cape Elizabeth. Bernice Madinek
Glixman will display a selection of her
sculpture frOll! Oct 22-Dec 8. 799-1720.

OTHER
Art and Censorship How do recent de-

"Specials"
Lunch 11:30-5.' Days

Italian Restaurant
and Lounge
since 1957

- Fish and Chips

Your OlOlce
~2

-Uver '" Onions

-Eggplant Parmigiana"

-Broiled Salmon

.95

Your OlOlce

-Chlcken ParmIgiana

'3•95

-Teriyakl Beef TIps "

-Tortelllni Seafood Alfredo
- Lobster Roil
- Fishennan's P1,.ttAer':'

521 u.s.
Route I,

( . haddock· wimp .

Scarborough,
Maine
Tel: (207)

DINNERSPECIAIS

883-9562

-One Pound Sirloin
-Two Boiled Lobsters Your

• All major credit cards ac<:e~'te(il -Seafood Fettuccinl Choice
• Happy Hour Mon.-Fri. 4-8
Carbonara
$9,95
• Plenty of Free Parking
( -Lobster· Shrimp. Scallops)
• Free Appetizers in our Lounge -Chicken '" Shrimp Plcatta

T

t·

Trading Co., Inc.
ESTABLISHED 1913

"Quality merchandise
and experience you can trust"

We Buy Anything Worth Buying
e e eWE PAY CASH e e e
Be Ready For Christ1nas:
Save on
Guitars • Amps· Diamonds • Jewelry

Use our conventent Lay-Away plan

14k Gold $13_95per gram
BlTYeSELL-TlUUlE

cisions by the gov't about the National
Endowment for the Arts affect women
artists? Greater Portland N.O.w. will
explore the issues of at1 and censorship
at 7:30 pm on Oct 23, at the Portland
Y.w.C.A.• 87 Spring St. 87t-0618.
C ...atlve Bask.try Portland Museum of
Art. Seven Congress Square. Portland.
In connection with the exhibition The
Boat Show: Fantastic Vessels. Fictional
Voyages, the PMA will offer a one-day
workshop exploring creative basketry,
led by local artist June Lacke. 10 am-5
pm, Oct 20. Cost is $32.50 for museum
members and $35 for non-members,
plus supplies for all participants. To register. call 775-6148.
Jurled Exhibition: "Maine Photogr.phers 111111," Baxter Gallery. Portland
School of Art. 619 Congress St. Portland. No entry fees. Please send SASE
or call 775-5152 for official entry form.
Deadline for submissions: Oct 22. 1990.
Opening the Doors to C ....tlvlty - A
Multi-Media Workshop Six sessions
designed to help empower you with the
essence of your unique creatiVity. For
people who have never owned their
creativity, want to reclaim it, or who own
it but wantto enhance it. Theexperiences
are prooess"riented. No previous at1
training or "talent' necessary. Beginning Tue eves Oct 3G-Dec 4, 6:3G-9:3O
pm. Cost: $150 - includes all materials.
247 Blanchard Rd, Cumberland. For
more information call 829-5750 .
"The Jt.nonal Book,- taug ht by artist
and papermaker Richard Lee, will allow
participants to make a bookoutofhan~
made paper using a creative bookfOfTTl
of their choosing. Sponsored by Maine
Writers & Publishers Alliance. Two-day
craflsworkshop, 10am-3pmOct27 and
1-4 pm Oct 28 at Richard Lee's studio.
76 Maine St (3rd floor). Cost is $55 for
MWPA members. $65 for others. Preregistration is required. Send payment
to MWPA. 19 Mason St. Brunswick
04011. For more information. call 7210678.
Wildlife Art Photo Competition sponsored by Maine Arts Commission and
Dept. of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife :
emphasis this year is on photos of Maine
wildlife species. To be eligible. Maine
photographers. t8 years of age and
older, must deliver up to 2 original 35
mrn slides of their photographs by the
deadline. No prints will be accepted for
judging. Winning entries wi. be displayed
in the Governor's Gallery Space in the
State House in Augusta from Jan 31 March 20. 1991 . For a copy of the contest guidelines. contact the Maine Arts
COITYTlission. State House Station 125.
AuguSIa 04333, or caU 289-2724.

Conllre. .lon.1 .nd Gubernatorl.1
Debat. . The League of Women Voters
and WGME-TV 13 wi! sponsor two debates: Congressional Debate between
Democrat Thomas And-ews and Republican David Emery. 8-9 pm. Oct 18;
and Gubernatorial Debate with Independent Andrew Adam. Democrat Joseph Brennan and Republican John
McKeman, 8-9 pm. Oct 22. Both wiN be
aired live on WGME 13. For more information. call 774-3289 or 767-3737.
Dr. Helen C.ldlcott win speak on Env~
ron mentalism. Global Harmony and
Citizen Action at 7:30 pm. Oct 25. Muskie
Archives, Bales College. Lewiston. Free.
Eathan Hubb.rd. author/photographer.
will give a slide presentation and exh~
bition to introduce his new book, Journey to Ollantaytambo : In the Sacred
Valley of the Incas. 7 :30 pm. Oct 18 at
Rafnes Cafe Bookstore. 555 Congress
St. Portfand. Free. 761-3930.
Energy Conservation CI..... The
Energy Conservation Division olthe Dept
of Economic and Community Development will conduct a series of workshops
on energy conservation this fall . Upon
completion of the worl<shop. participants
will receive a certificate for a 50 percent
rebate up to $200 for weatherization
materials. energy efficient lighting
products and heating system maintenance. The REAP workshops will be
conducted through area adult education
programs. contact your local Adult
Education Dirctor or the Energy Conservation Division at 289-6000 for workshop
times and places nearest you.
An Exploration of Sexu.lity .nd Film
A year-long series of films focusing on
various issues of sexuality will be shown
at Bowdoin College on Mon eves. Films
wiU be shown in the Language Media
Center. Sills Hall, at 7 :30 pm. These
SCfeenings are open to the pUblic. Rims
to be shown include Rosemary's Baby/
Nosferatu Oct 29 and Swept Away Nov
5. 725-3003.
"Fact Into Fiction- Maine Writers and
Publishers Aliance will hold a writing
workshop taught by David Walker on
Oct 20 from lOam-3:30pm al1he Maine
WrnersCenter, 19MasonSt. Brunswick.
$30 for MWPAmembers. $35 for others.
Preregistration requ~ed; nowalk-in's will
be admitted. Send payment to the above
address, or reserve a space by calling
729-6333.
Introduction to Adoption In M.lne
Falmouth Community Programs is now
accepting registrations for "Introduciton
to Adoption in Maine" class. Designed
as "adoption for beginners,' topics include: Maine's adoption laws. optionS
for building a family. issues that arise for
you and your family. and resources
available to help. Class will be held Tue
and Thu eves. Oct 23-Nov 1 lrom 6 :3~
9 pm at Falmouth High School. Fee is
$25 for residents. $30 for non-residents.
781 -5255. or after 4:30 pm, 774-4718.
Introduction to SC .... nwrltlng. P.rt
II. a workshop, is a nuts-an~bolts intro
to the format and devices of screenplays. Taught by screenwriter and novelist Mike Kimball. author of Firewater
Pond. to am-3 pm. Oct 27. Cost is $30
for members of MWPA. $35 for others.
Preregistration required; nowalk-ins will
be admitted. Send payment to MWPA,
19 Mason St, Brunswick 04011. To reserve a space call 729-6333 .

Th_ J.pan Amerlc. Society of M.lne
announces the visit of His Excellency
Ryohei Murata, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary to the U.S.
JASM will host a reception at the Portland Museum of Art Oct 23 at 5:30 pm.
Alberta's will provide cocktais and buffet. At 7 pm the Ambassador will make
brief remarlls In the Auditorium. Please
call 774-4014 for additional information .
Opera On Film A series of six opera
video$wiII be shown at Bowdoin College
in Kresge Auditorium. Visual Arts Center. All six wi. be shown on Suns at 7 pm.
Screenings are free and open to the
public. "La Boheme' (Zeffirelli version)
on Oct 28. -The Threepenny Opera" on
Nov 11 , and "The Rake's Progress' on
Nov 25. For more information, call 7253254.
Memoir Writing .nd the Person.1
Essay: A Weekend Intensive with Vivian
Gomick. The Proprioceptive Writing
Center offers this opportunity to work Indepth with Vivian Gornick. Guggenheim
Fellow and internationally acclaimed
author of many books, including -Fierce
Attachments,"aswellastherecentcover
article in the New York Times' Sunday
Magazine. "Who Says We Haven't
Started a Revolution?" Oct 19-21 . Tuition : $200. For more information. please
call m -1847.
Patricia Nick. founder and director of the
Vinallaven Press. will discuss her work.
4 pm. Oct 25. USM 's Hastings Lounge,
Gorham. Free and open to the public.
78~5460 .

Poet Jeffory Clough The Cafe Review
readings series presents poet Jenory
Clough reading from his work. Admission is $2. 8 pm at the Cafe No. 20
Danforth St. Portland.
Po.try Writing Workshop taught by
William Carpenter, author of Rain . This
informal workshop will focus on the
creative process of poetry writing . Participants are asked to bring 2 of their
poems for discussion. Oct 20 from 11
am-4 pm at Curtis Memorial Library .
Brunswick. Cost is $25 for MWPA
members. $30 for non-members. Preregistration is required ; no walk-ins will
be admitted. Send payment to MWPA,
19 Mason St, Brunswick, ME 04011. To
reserve a space. call 729-6333.
Portl.nd Sufi Ord.r Universal Worship
Service will now be offered every month
at 222 SI. John St, suite 132. Service will
be conducted by Satiya Martin on Sundays starting at 12 noon on the following
dates: Oct 21 and Nov 30. 874-2938.
Se. Ducks: Hunting the Offshore
Ledge LL. Bean offers this public clinic
on Oct 25 from 7:30-8:30 pm. at the Ll.
Bean Retail Store on Rte 1 in Freeport.
Call 1-800-341-4341. ext. 7800 or (207)
865-4761. exl. 7800.
Specl.1 Needs The Employment Coordinating Council of Southern Maine is
sponsoring seminars on transition
geared towards special needs youth
and their families. Seminars: Oct 25,
"Community Providers'; Nov 15. "Family M</ocacy." Child care and transportation will be available for each seminar
by prior reservation . The building is fully
accessible and interpretors will be on
hand. For more information or reservations, call 1-800-564-9696. Admission
is free. Each of the seminars will be held
in Room250from 7-9 pm, atPRVTC, 196
Allen Ave. Portland.

SENSE
4!:r~In~ents
Onions
Greenpeppers
Tomatoes

Fresh Garlic
Mushrooms
Zucchini

/YEW 18" Size also avaHable166 Cumberland Ave. _ Portland
mon-sat _ 1 Oam-1 Opm _ 774-7414

a.ctqranlCompo.tlngo.n-.tmIon
In V.rmouth Let the Yarmouth Waste
Reduction and Recycling Commi"ee
show you how to take your fall leaves
outof the waste stream. View a compost
demonstration on Oct 21 at the Royal
River Park from 2-4 pm. Call 846-0718
or 846-9369 for more information.
Chi ... RI.lnll Prof. .sor L_ Felgon.
director 01 the Colby Collage East Asian
Studies Program. wilbeat Waldenbooks
in the Maine Mall on Oct 20 from 2-5 pm
to autograph copies of his book China
Risi(l9 . Feigon was a resident scholar in
Beijing during the days immediately
preceding the Tiananmen Square UJ>rising . 775-0886.

Jap.n American Soclaty of M.lne
requests your presence at the first
business/ social meeting of the
TomodachiThursday Club. Opportunity
- to meet with fellow Maine business
persons interested in Japan . First
gathering 5:01 pm. Oct 18. at Fuji Restaurant. 50 Maine Mall Rd. S. Portland.
Remember to bring your business card l

Spr- and Spy Novellab WlIII.m Hood.
spy novelist and former deputy director
of counterintelligence for the CIA. will
discuss the history of the spy/espionage
novel and his own work. 7 pm, Oct 23.
the Convnunity Room of the Thomas
Memorial Library. 6 Scott Rd. Cape
Elizabeth . 799-1720.

Users' Group The Downe_IllleB, a
group of owners of Texas Instruments
home computer and related hard- and
software. are interested in helping anyone owning a TI99/4A find what slhe
needs to make the system more productive. Monthly meetings held every second Mon at Maine Specialty Foods. 184
Read St. Portland. For more info or
directions, call Tom Berman al 7745048 or Patrick Powell at 934-2952.
Yarmouth W.te Audit During the 1st
two weeks in Nov. the Yal11lOuth Waste
Reduction and Recycling Con-mittee will
be conducting a Waste Audit with town
businesses and 50 participating households. The purpose is to determine the
type and amounts of waste generated in
Yal11lOuth. This exercise affords the
opportunity for Yarmouth households
and businesses to examine their waste
generation and disposal habits. If you
are interested in participating in this
project lor all types and sizes of households from single person to multi-family
households, contact Tom Plante at 7755401 (w). 846-0718(h), or Amy Soule at
846-9369. Respond by Oct 25.

School VoIunt.... The Adams C0mmunity School. a kindergarten through
_3rd grade facility in Portland, needs volunteers and, more important. a Volunteer Coordinator to get their program
going. The Coordinator will assist
teachers, parents and administrators in
encouraging parents, community
members and businesses to participate
in school affairs and in enriching students' experiences. The right person
will be organized, able to motivate
people. possess good communication
skills and a good imagination. pleasant
disposition. an interest in education and
a corrvnitment to improving the lives of
children. For more information. call the
Center for Voluntary Actionat874- 1015.

.:
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OFF THE HELP
eLOe K
Blood Drive North Yarmouth Academy's
Social Service Organization Annual
Blood Drive wi! be held from 1-6 pm Oct
19 in NYA·sgymnasium. Give a pint. get
a pint... of Ben & Jerry's Ice Cream. 8469051 .
The Community Leedershlp Program
is for people who are or want to be
actively involved in their communities
and who want their actions to make a
difference. The program runs from JanApril and provides participants the opportunity to develop their leadership
skills. broaden their understanding of
community issues. learn from community leaders and meet other individuals
with similar interests. Call the USM Dept.
of Community Programs for more information at 874-6500.
Donate Bloodl The Portland Red Cross
Is looking for donors. Magicians aren't
the only ones who can perform wonders.
For more information. call 775-2367.
The F.mlly CrI.l. Shelter. a battered
women's advocacy project. is sponsoring a training program beginning Oct 18.
Volunteer positions include Court A~
vocacy , Evening Crisis Intervention Work
in the shelter and Child-en's Advocacy.
Positions also available in the back office. Flexibility and sensitivity to the needs
of battered women and children are
essential. For more information. call 8741197.
He.llng App rentlc. . are now being accepted lor an innovative program creating healing environments. Volunteers
will gain hands-on experience. For more
information, call Maybe Somedayat7733275.
Me.I. on Wheel. Needs DriversiDeliverers in the areas of East Deering and
North Deering. About 1 112 hours a day
on an as-needed basis. Friendly volunteers who are good d-ivers would be
gready appreciated. 774-6974 or 7746304 lor more information.
"efugee R . .ettlement Program is
opening a second "transit houseapartment to help provide temporary
housing for the large number of new
arrivals. Donations of the following urgentty requested : beds, 6nens, silverware , dishes and cook ware . Also
needed: people 10 provide 2 weeks
temporary housing to new arrivals. To
donate goods or volunteer. call 8717437.
The Refug_ Resettlement Pro!Iram
is seeking volunteers to teach English
as a second language. Trainingsessions
will be held on Oct 18, 24, 25 and Nov 1
& 8 . Each session lasts 3 hours. You will
then meet with refugees, usually in their
homes, to improve the~ conversational
English . There is a minimum 3-month
commitment to meet once a week for 13 hours each time Refugees' English
skills range from none to fairty advanced.
For more information. call 874-1015.
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from 7-9pmonOct23at MaineSavings

Bank, One Maine Savings Plaza. Portland. $3 per person. $5 per couple. Preregister ; seating is limited. Mai check to
TerTi Quincannon , Credit Counseling
Center. 160 Fox St, P.O. Box 1021.
Pordand 04104. or call 773-1411.
Individual. with Di••bllltl. . (sponsored
by Alpha One. Center for Independent
Uving) holds meetings the 3rd Mon of
each month. 7-8 :30 pm, in the Community Room. Landry Village. Westbrook
St, S. Pordand. For more information.
call Cress at 767-2189 .
Inf.nt P.rentlnll Clau. . are now being onered by Portland Public Health for
Portland residents. Meet other parents.
share ideas. frustrations and joys of
parenting. ClassbeginsNov2. For more
Information or to register. call 874-8300
ext. 8784.
Ingrah.m Volunteers Help available by
phone 24 hours a day. Call 774-HELP.
Injured Work.rs Meeting for workers
having difficulty with workman's compo
system 7 :30 pm every Wed at Goodall
Hall next to Sanford Unitarian Church .
comer of Lebanon and Maine streets,
Sanford.
LIYIng with Long-Term lllnes. York
Hospital will sponsor a day-long workshop exploring how to resolve the emotional, financial. legal and insurance issues that result from vanous illnesses.
Speakers include a lawyer. community
advocates and people dealing with the
effects in their lives. The cost is $20,
which includes lunch. 9 am-3 :30 pm,
Oct 27 at York High School. For more
information or to request assistance to
attend. contact Nora Pelletier. director
of education, at 363-4321 . Registration
is due Oct 20 to reserve lunch.
R.pe CrI.l. Center Annual M_t1ng
Femilr. Friends and Others: Reactions
to Sexual Assaull. featuring keynote
speaker Dr. Ellen Brickman of the Victim
Services Agency, NYC. 7-9 pm. Oct 25.
WoodfordsCongregationaiChurch.7743613.
The Refug_ Resettl.ment Program
is seeking volunteers to teach English
asasecond language. Training sessions
wi! be held on Oct 18, 24. 25 and Nov 1
& 8. Each session lasts 3 hrs. You will
then meet with refugees. usually in their
homes. to improve their conversational
English. There is a minimum 3-month
commitment to meet once a week for 13 hrseach time. Refugees' English skills
range from nonexistent to fairty a~
vanced. For more information. call 8741015.
Senior Out ....ch Servlc. . ln response
to the needs of older people. Southern
Maine Area Agency on Aging is providing
Senior Outreach Services to the lonowing
locations : Warren Congregational
Church , 810 Main St, Westbrook. 1st
Mon of each month, for residents of
Westbrook and Gorham, from 9am-1 2
noon ; Ross Center. 38 Washington St,
Biddeford . 1st Tue of each month . for
residents of Biddeford. Saco & 008.
from 9 am-12 noon . An Elder Advocate
wi l be available to assist residents with
their aging-related issuesand concerns,
such as Medicare, insurance. housing ,
social security. etc. This service is provided free of charge. 775-6503 or 1800-427-74tl .
The Single P....nt.· Home Schooling
SUpport Group meets once a month .
Any single parent interested in home
education is welcome to attend. For
more information, call 772-7269.
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B .....t C.ncer SC ....nlng During Oct,
many facilities throughout Maine which
perform mammograms are offering
mammograms at reduced prices to
women who are over 40 years of age,
who have not had one in the past two
years. who are not pregnant or nursing,
and who do not have symptoms of breast
cancer. Women may call 1-800-4CANCER during Oct between 9 am and
4:30 pm to determine their eligibility to
participate in the program.
Community CPR American Red Cross
offers certification in adult, child and
infant CPR skills (8 hours) . 8 :30 am-5
pm, Oct 22; or6 pm-1 0 pm. Nov 16& 23.
Pordand Chapter, 524 forest Ave. Portland. 874-1192.
eating DillOrdersAw_ _ Week. an
international effort to educate the public
about eating disorders such as anorexia
nervosa. bulimia and compulsive
overeating, runs from Oct 22-28. The
Maine EDAW Chapter is sponsoring a
fashion show called Celebrate Your
Shape on Oct 28 from 2-4 pm. It's an
opportunity for women to learn that they
can dress nicely even if they are not built
like models. The moderator of the show
will be WGME's Kim Block. Tickets $15.
Place: Keeley the Katerer, Portland. For
additional information. call Suzanne
Murawski at 854-8464. Another EDAW
event is Fearless Friday: A Day Without
Dieting. The public will be encouraged
10 enjoy ea~ng on this day without obsessive concern about calories.
Flu Clinic. The City of Portfandwill follow
flu dinics on the lollowing dates: Oct 18.
Franklin Towers. 12-3 pm; Oct 18. SaIvationArrny, 9-11 am; Oct25.1ooState
St. 9 am-12 pm. In addition. ftu clinics
will be held through the week of Oct 22
from 8-10 am and 4-5 pm daily. at the
following places: Munjoy Hill Health
Station, 134 CongressSt; Reiche Health
Station. 166 BrackettSt; River10n Health
Station. 1600 Forest Ave.
Flu Clinics The Health Promotion Program of Community Health Services will
sponsor an Adutt Flu Clinic for $8. at the
following ~mes and location s: Oct 19
from 1 :30 - 3 :30 pm. Falmouth/
Cumberland Fire Station ; Oct 22 from 13 pm. Town Hall. Scarborough; Oct 31
from 9 :30-11 :30 am, St. Anne's Church .
Gomam. For more information , call7757231. ext 551 or 1-800-479-4331.
Health.h.re Arcade at Portland Public
Library has computer programs. Heatth
Risk Appraisal and more to help you
leam about your health. Call 871 -1700
for hours.
H.O.P.E. Self-help support groups with
facilitators meet weekly to help heal the
emotional pain associated with serious
diseases. Mee~ngsarea1UnityChurch .
16 Columbia Rd. Portland. Tuesdays 24 pm. 5-7 :30 pm and Thursdays 10 am12 noon . There are also support grou ps
for the family and friends of the ill that
meet Thu·s. 7-9 pm. For more information calI1-800-339-HOPE.
Medicinal H ...... for Senior He.lth A
1-day worl<shop will focus on the patterns
and problems of aging. and will cover
medicinal herbs useful for the various
body systems as they undergo this
process. We will discuss osteoporosisl
arthritis. cardiovascular disturbances,
digestive function. cancer. allergies and
more. Participants will also make an
herbal preparation to take home.
Workshop will be held on Oct 27 from 10
am-3 pm. in Bridgton . Fee : $40. For
more information. call Corinne Martin at
647-2724 .
NEED (New Engl.nd Eating Disorders)
Free Monthly Support Grotlp - 7 :30 pm
on Oct 23, open to the public. Topic will
be "Sex Roles,Super Woman and Eating
Disorders." Westbrook Community
Hospital, 40 Park Rd. Westbrook. For
more information, call 854-8464.
Portl.nd Sufi Order Universal Worship
Service will now be offered every month
at 222 S1. John St, suite 132. Service Will
be conduc ted by Satiya Martin on Sundays starting at 12 noon on the following
dates: Oct 21 and Nov 30. 874-2938.
r.1 Chi CI ... Beginning T'ai Chi is an
ancient marshal art that is meditation in
movement that develops relaxation . Free
Demo Oct 25 at 7 :30 pm at the Casco
Bay Move rs . 341 Cumbertand Ave .
Classes begin Nov I , and cost $8 each .
Call Greg Larson at 549-3183 for more
information.
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FAMOUS Annual Dart Tournaments
Have Begun Again in the Lounge!

AMIGOS
MEXICAN fOOD
SINCE. 1972

9 DANA STREET
OLD PORT, PORnAND

772-0772

Oct. 17 Raoul's Dance Party
(Xl 'lI Aft Grist Mill,Kennebunk
oct. 20 Aft. Michel's W
esibrook, Private
Eve, Eagk MlHoose, Jackson, N.H.
Oct. 21 Eve, Meridith, NH, Private (Xl 31 Special HalloweenCostume Partyal Raoul's
Oct 24 Raoul's DanceParty
Nov, 3Aft. Ramada Inn Portland I Eve. Sooesta
Wednesday Night is Party N ight at the All New Raoul 's

Now bookirig weddings and corporate parties for faU_
Con tinued on ""ge 22

~

CALL 883 -2802

Oc1Dber18,199O
Chlldr.t'. Reaource Center offers Art
Fun sessions for 3- to 5-year-olds on
Tue's, Wed's and Thu·s. Sessions foals
on a creative activity and cost $1 per
child. Children must be accompanied by
an aduh and reservations are necessary. Activities for 6- to 12-year~1cIs are
also scheduled. Cost varies according
to ac~vity. Call n3-3045 for more information.
Fllcka for KIda: The Chocolate Church
and the Pahan Free Library present
their 1990 Children's Fall Classic Film
Schedule: Island of the Blue Dolphins
Oct 20. Bedknobs and Broomsticks Nov
3, The Snow Queen and Pecos Bill: King
of the Cowboys Nov 17, The Secret
Garden Decl . All films run from 9:3011:30 every other Sat. Popcom and
drinksserved. Donations welcome. Kids
under 5 must be accompanied by an
adult. The Center for the Arts at the
Chocolate Church. Bath . For more information. call 442-8455.

Fall is a Fabulous time for
Fuel-efficient Kite Flying Fun
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rnlfllMrT'

A Full Service Kite Store
For All Ye Mighty Wind Related Needs
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NESS
Women 8IId H •• rt DI. ._ The Maine
Affiliate of the American Heart Association presents a free educational seminar
to raise women's awareness of their risk
and prevention of cardiovascular disease. 4-5 pm or 6-7 pm. Oct 22. Maine
Medical Center. Dana Auditorium. Portland. 871-2465 or 1-800-244-4202 for
more information.

,he band reaffirmed their strength With a near three·hour blockbuster
set thaI sent a full house offans mID dehnum
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NEW ENGLAND·S PREMIERE
COLLECTION OF VINTAGE
AND CONTEMPORARY
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AND DECORATIVE
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CONCEITS 7 MOULTON STREET PORTLAND MAINE 04101
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IIocIyahop USM Ufeline is offering membership in the Bodyshop. a supervised
weight training program for all ages and
fitness levels. Bodyshop offers personal
orientation and training for participants
whether they simply want to tone up or
get in condition for a particular sport.
Bodyshopisan ongoing program; memberships are offered for 3 months, 6
mon"s or 1 year. Call 780-4170 for
more information.
Hoop Portland Recreation will be hosting
a "Hotshot" Competition Oct 20 at
Riverton Community Center starting at
lOam. Hotshot is open to non-varsity
boys and girls ages ~t 8, and is free .
There wil also be a foul shooting contest
for ages ~ 12. and a slam dunk contest
forages 13-18. The schedule for the day
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BESTAU'RANT
ecx littk
bit 01 Mississippi with a daSh ofJcmvUcar1
BBQ Ribs • Fried Chicken
Pork Chops • Spicy West Indian Fish
Fresh Vegetarian Delights

•

Open for Lunch, Mon. - Fri. 11 :30 - 2pm
Dinner Tues. - Sun. 5- 9pm
• hot bowl of soup while you wait •
From downtown go north on 295. Take
Washington Ave. (Rt. 26) exit. The fint right is
Veranda St. We're on the left!

Call for take out 773-8964

14VERANDAS~.PORTLAND

15.11 am; ages 16-t8. noon. For more
information. call 874-8793.
Hotshots for the KIdney Foundation
The grand opening of Hotshots will
feature Bankshot Basketball and MiniatureGolf. Oct 19. 12-11 pm; Oct 20. 11
am-l1 pm;Oct21, 12-9 pm. Partoflhe
proceeds from basketball and golf tickets will go to the Kidney Foundation. On
Sat, Oct 20. Hotshots will offer free
shots at Bankshot Basketball with a
donation to the Kidney Foundation.
Hotshots is located at 87 Marginal Way.
Portland. For more information, call 7731441 .
Volleybell.nd Basketb.llThe Portland
YMCA is now accepting registrations for
its Adult Coed Volleyball and Basketball
Leagues. League play begins Nov 18
and 19. respectively. Call 874-1111 for
more information.
Yank.. Lan.. Bowflng Alley is on
schedule for its Oct 190pening. The 32lane. state-of-the-art bowling center will
be equipped with the latest in bowling
technology, including AS-80 automatic
soorers and a cof1lllate smoke filtration
system. Amenities include a complete
pro shop. lockers, supervised nursery
facility. multi-purpose function rooms,
dining facility and a full-service lounge
with live entertainment. Fall leagues
forming. 867 Riverside St. , Portland.
For more information, call 878-2695.
Youth Ba.ketball Program The Portland YMCA is now accepting registrations for its Youth Basketball Program
for boys and girls grades 1-7. For more
information . call Mike LaGage at 87..
1111 .

OUT

SIDE

C.co Bay Bicycling Club offers the
following excursions: Oct 20 at 7:30 am.
Salmon Falls Breakfast Ride (35-40
miles). meet at Dunston School on Ate
1 in Sc,trborough - for info call Roger
ElTYTlorts at 878-3835; Oct 27. 3rd Annual Halloween Ride, a costume ride
through Portland - for info call Ke~h
CHrine at 799-1085.

Street Golf
Sooner than you think, the leaves will fall, the snow will fly
and life as we know it will be a big, cold slushball. So as a public
service to warmblooded readers, this is the last mention of the
warmth-related sport ofgolf for 1990,
Too often our society does not encourage sports innovators
or reward them with recognition for an exciting, off-the-wall
enterprise. A case in point is David Woshinsky, a 16-year-Qld
trailblazer who this summer designed and built an IS-hole
miniature golf course - on his street.
That's right: from 117-141 Neal St., along with strategic use of
the adjacent streets of West and Marshall, Woshinsky put
together an IS-hole, par 82, eye-Qpening, gut-wrenching,
styrofoam cup- catching doozie of a course_
Before you sign up to slay your Indian Summer round, be
advised that David's course failed_ His victory was in the effort
and the pursuit of his dream. Take your golf visor off to the lad
who;
(1) got tired of playing catch with a tennis ball and
wanted something better for himself and his friends;
(2) made a map to scale of the par 82 course and
prepared copies free for open tournament play;
(3) evolved the course tee markers from chalk to prunt
so that a rainy day wasn't the end of the line;
(4) opened the course to the public and even went to
the City Hall for a permit (denied without a trial);
(5) developed the catchy slogan "Bored of grass? Try
street golf."
David Woshinsky's street miniature golf course is essentially
history_ City Hall and some conservative neighbors combined to
curb this young Arnie Palmer, a street-smart lad who wasn't
quite smart or lucky enough. Congratulations to the Neal St.
bloke who wasn't afraid to try something new and innovative.
Good show, David!
Mike Quinn

Hayrld. . Take a hayride to the Great
Pumpkin Patch, pick your own pumpkin.
have an apple and a cup of cider and
visittheanirnalsattheGood Earth Farm.
Freeport. $2.75 per person. Open MonFrifrom 2-5 pm. weekends and holidays
9 am-5 pm. other times by apointmant.
Group rates available. For more information . call 865-9544.
Jim Whlttak.r, the nnlt Am.rlcan to
conqu.r Mt. E".r. .t, will speak and
give a visual presentation on "e 1990
Mt. Everest Peace Climb, at 7 :30 pm on
Oct 24. This event is sponsored by L.L.
Bean and the Captain Daniel Stone Inn
of Brunswick. TickelSare 51 Oforgeneral
admission. $40 for patrons. Seating is
limited. To obtain tickets. send a SASE
with payment to WCBB-TV, 1450 Usbon
St. Lewiston, ME 04240-3595, AnN:
Special Events. or call WCBB-TV at
883-9101. TICkets are also available at
WCBB, Channell 0, Lewiston. and L.L.
Bean, Freeport.
Maine Wom.n Outcioont offers a day
hike on Oct 21 in the Popham Beach
area. and will hold an informational and
planning meeting on Oct 24 in S.
Freeport. Women are invited to coma to
leam more about Maine Women Outdoors and to help plan winter activities.
The meeting is at 7 pm. in the upstairs
meeting room of McDonald's (fast food
resturaunt). Main St, Freeport. For more
Information, call Leann at 547-3919.
MOAC (M.ln. Outdoor Adnntur.
Club) will sponsor the following excursion: Oct 20-21 . Black Angel Trai maintenance worklfun trip, call 829-4124.

Survival Course Portland Recreation is
offering a survival course, "The Four S·s
of Survival.' at the Riverton Community
Center. 1600 Forest Ave. The class will
cover wildemess survival and winter
safety, and will be held from 6:30-8:30
pm on Oct 22. Course instructor is Ken
COle. survivalist and co-author of the
Boy Scout Handbook and past president
of the Boy Scouts. The course Is free of
charge. For ragistration and Information, call 874-8455.

FOR

KIDS

An:hang.i Art School: Children'. Exhibit PorUand Public Library offers an
exhibit by children in Portland's Soviet
Sister City through Oct30. Library hours:
Mon, Wed. Fri ~6; Tue. Thu n00n-9; Sat
~5. For more information. ca1l871 -17oo
or 871-1710.

Sports Quotes
of the Week
Now that we finally know
who's in the World Series,
the only big news left in pro
baseball is WHO SHOULD
BUY THE YANKEES?!
George Steinbrenner has
been humiliated and
defrocked because of his
dealings with lowlife, pondscum mafia. His successor
has only one basic requirement: a measly $250 million
dollars of available cash_
Here are the leading
candidates, their primary
resources and their probable
first managers (courtesy of
Hart Seely from The National Magazine)_
Steven Spielberg.
Resources; Half of every
U.S. child's allowance.
Manager: Harrison Ford.
Silverado Savings and Loan.
Resources: $2 from every
U.S. taxpayer,
Manager: Neil Bush.
New York State.
Resources: $49.8 billion
Annual Budget; Tolls form
George Washington Bridge.
Manager: Mario Cuomo.
Stephen King.
Resources: World horror /
gore/dismemberment/dead
pets/rabid dog/telepathic
teen/talking car industry.
Manager: Billy Martin,
Donald Trump.
Resources: $SOO million in
quarters, Atlantic City (the
nice part), blonde wife,
blonder mistress .
Manager: Pete Rose,
J. Danforth Quayle.
Resources: Family
inheritance of $200 million,
State of Indiana, lawyer
wife, 1000 sets of golf clubs.
Manager: Gramma
Quayle_
Mike Quinn

H.lp for Ov.rw.lght T.en.
Shapadown, written by University of
CalHomiaSchoolof Medicine, and taught
by Joan E. Herzog. RD, LD. Ragistered
and Lloansed Dietitian. will be taught
altar school beginning Oct 25. Teens
willearn to make healthy ifestylecholoas
while improving self-esteem and weight.
The program has undergone controlled
testing and has been shown to produce
signifICant long-term results. 4-5 :30 pm,
weekly, for 16 Weeks. Classlimitedt08.
Call 828-1310 for reservations and further Information.
·Hot Air: Th. Story of Br... I . .trum.nt.,· featuring the 5-member
Chestnut Brass Company. will open the
new season of the Portland Symphony
Orchestra's Youth Series for studenlS in
grades 3-6 on Oct 22 and 23. Both days·
performances will be held at PorUand
City Hall Auditorium at 9:30 and 11 am.
The program will present the 4oo-year
history of the brass family of musical
instruments, as well as introducing and
demonstrating many of the 150 instruments in the CBC collection. The CBC
wil also perform Gershwin and other
pieces. Tickels to the concerts are $2 for
students and adults. Reservation forms
may be obtained from Emily Taylor, 14
Lawn Ave, Cumberland Center. Maine
04021. Reservations cannot be placed
by phone.
Th. Magical World of Maaka Let your
children create their own Halloween
masks at the mask workshop taught by
artist and teacher Judy Faust at the
Portland Museum of Art. 1:30-3 pm Oct
27 and Oct 28. Each day will be one
complete workshop. Fees are $8 for
museum members and 510 for nonmembers. To register. call the Ed. Dept.
at n5-6148.
Mlme.nd Movem.ntTheat... Classes
for Children 8-weak session, ending in
performance on Tue's from 3:30-4:30
pm. Ages 8-11 years. Taught by Jackie
Reifer at the Montanaro-Hurll Studio,
616CongressSt. For more information.
call 761-2508.
Portland Public L1br.ry will schedule
the following events for children : Oct 19
at 10:30 am, Tales for Twos (2-yearoIds) ; Oct 20 at 10:30 am. Movies (children of all ages); Oct 20 at 2 pm. Hal·
Ioween Party (coma in costumeQ All
programs free and open to the public.
For more information. call 871 -1700.
Razbe-.y Jamm Conc.rt of tradilional
& contemporary songs especially for
kids. Oct 27 at3 pm. the Swedenborgian
Church, 302 Stevens Ave. Portland.
Admission 53 at the door. For more
information. call 766-2805 or n3-9549.
Riverton Branch Library offers the following programs for children : Wednesdays - Tales for Twos. 10:30 am;
Thursdays - Afterschool Films. aU ages.
3:30 pm; Fridays- Finger Fun for Babies.
9:30-9:45 am; Preschool Story Time (3t05·year~lds) , 10 :30am.Libraryhours :

Wednesdays. 9 am-6 pm ; Thursdays,
12-8 pm; Fridays, 9 am-12 pm. For
further information. call 797-2915 .
Seafood for lunch? Join the animals at
Maine Aquarium through the fall and
winler for Iheir daily feedings. Penguins'
feeding lOam, seals' feeding 11 am.
seals' training 1:30 pm, penguins revisited 2 pm, seals revisited 3 pm. The
sharks dine on a less regular basis so
plan to join them on Tue's. Thu's and
Sat's around 4 pm. Crooked Jaw the
moray eel and the Caiman alligator dine
on an irragular. catch-as-can basis. 783
Pordand Rd. Saco.
youth Fltn ••• USM Lifeline will be
starting its next session of Youth Fitness
on Oct 30. Youth Fitness is designed to
provide proper conditioning techniques.
increase muscular strength and endurance and increase cardiovascular capacity and improve flexibility. Program
is for boys andgirts. 14-17 years. Classes
take place in the Bodyshop at the USM
PorUand campus gym on Tue's and
Thu's from 7-8 pm. and Sat·s from 11
am-noon . For more information, call78().
4170.

ETC
Blo,..glonal H.II_n C.1.a..atlon
Games. dancing. sleepover, pot-luck
dinner. open agenda. Oct V. 10 am to
??? in Gilford, NH. Call (207) 443-6587
or (603) 524-2226 for further information.
CarF.... The Maine Auto Show sponsored by the Woman's Cornmitee of the
Portland Symphony Orchestra, will be
held at the Cumberland Fairgrounds
from 10 am-4 pm Oct 20-21 . Admission
is 54 adults, $1 children. There will be a
preview on Oct 19 from 6 :30-9 :30 pm;
tickets are $10. For more information .
call 767-4542.

ContracIancewith Crooked8tovepl~
Band Oct 19 from 8 :30-midnight.
Chestnut St Church. next to Portland
City Hal. $4 donation. This contradance
takes place without exception the 3rd Fri
of every month.
The Enriched Golden Ag. Club invites
men and women 60 and over to Wed
luncheonsandprogramsasfoilows:Oct
24. International dinner & Program in
honor of U.N. Day; Oct 31, Halloween
party and costume contest. Luncheons
are $2.297 Cumberland Ave, Portland.
Reservations must be made in advance
by calling 774-6974.
Friday F... MovI. . offered by S. Portland Public Library from 3:30-4:30 pm.
All ages welcome. (No movies during
school vacations or snow days.) 482
Broadway, S. Portland. 775-1835.
Gay and L. .bl.,. Beginning Ballroom
Dan.,. CI... starts Oct 26 at Maine
Ballroom Dance. 614 Congress St,
Portland. 10 sessions. Call Diana at
n4-3373 for informationlragistration.
L ••• r Light Show. This fall the
Southworth Planetarium is presenting a
choica of31aser light evening shows for
the general pub6c on Fri and Sat eves at
7 and 8:30 pm. It is also continuing it's
midweek. hour-long programs. "After
School Thursdays' at 3:30 pm. at the
special prloa of $2.5O/show. Telescope
viewing of sunspots follows the show.
For information about all planetarium
shows including special Sunday presentations. call 780-4249. 24 hrslday.
Also good to know: Sky Watch Hot Line ,
780-4719, features a new message
every week about what's going on in the
heavens.
The Lightship .12 N.ntucket. an inthe-water dockside maritime museum
and National Historic Landmark- and
Coast Guard-designated "Attraction
Vassel: offers guided tours on board.
Sat's from 10 am-4 pm & Sun:s 12 noon4 pm. Adults $3, seniors and children
$1.50. Groups by appointment. Maine
Wharf. Portland (near Casco Bay Farry
Terminal). For more information call 7751181.
·M.ln.'. Indu.trl.1 H.rH.ge: S.D.
W ...... n .nd W . .tbrook" is thetiile of
a program to be offered by the Maine
Historical Society on Oct 19 from 9 :30noon. Activities include a walking tour of
the S.D. Warren complex and an overview of the mill's relationship with
Westbrook in the late 19th century. For
more information. call 774-1822.
Outright Portl.nd (Portland L. .bl.n
BI-Gay Youth Allienee) will hold its
3rd anniversary dance. Chem-free, all
ageswelcome. 8 pm-l am, Oct 20. USM
Campus Centeroff Bedford St, Portland.
$5 donation at door. 828-2033.
Portland Folk Club Mualc SWap Every
first and third Tue of the month at the
Swedenborgian Church. 302 Stevens
Ave, Portland . Storytellers and
nonparticipants welcome; a donation of
51 Is requested . For more information.
call 773-9549
Reatorlng Vlctorl.n-enl Lamp. Portland area's first demonstration/class in
the art of restoring lamps wHh new handmade silk-like shades. Oct 20 & 21, 1-5
pm both days. at Lamplighters. Inc .• 184
Read St, PorUand. Cost of class is $65
which includes kit containing all materials. m-2535. Class size is limited so
early ragistration is recommended.
Rid. the Gho.t Trolley Into the Unknown The Seashore Trolley Museum
in Kennebunkport will give rides on a
trolley that hasn't carried any passengers for over 40 years. Do you dare to
find out why? Witch's Brew and Goblin
Munchies to follow. Donation $2. Call
967-2800 for more information.
Song SW.p An informal evening of folk
music. sponsored monthly by River T res
Arts program. gives an opportunity for
instrumental isis to play. singers to sing,
listeners to listen and composers to try
out new material.
Held at the
Kennebunkport Corrmunity House on
Oct 26 at 7:30 pm. A donation of $2 is
requested. 985-4343.

B
Y
HE·ALTH CLUB
686 Congress Street, Intown Portland
772~7779

For your enjoyment and relaxation, we are
offering our Massage Special for the Fall &
Winter season.

OFF

on any

MASSAGE
Masseuse position available - call 772-7779

Again this
year,
we're
suffering
from
•
exceSS1ve
plaque
buildup.
•
•
•
•
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Best Same-day Newscast
Best Election Coverage
Best Sports Special
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home services
learning
legal services
lost & found
musical instruments
biz services
notices
boats
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SIX TIPS FOR
WRITING A
CLASSIFIED AD
THAT WORKS
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attractive MWM, a fairly good
photographer. I am looking to take
quality photographs of good looking
women (or perhaps couples) who
are uninhibited and who enjoy (or
maybe want to 1Iy) modeling. I am
easy going and unintimidating and I
am in it only for the experience. You
can keep the film right out of the
camera and have it developed yourseH- use the photos for whatever you
want. P.O. Box 15154, Portland, ME
04104
Bisexual female, 29, chem-free, artist looking for someone whose
greatest pleasures are found in
seeing to the downfall of this oppressive society, who loves people, no
matter which box they appear to fit
into, who knows they are inept but
doesn't let that stop them from going
after what they want. Write P.O. Box
10772, Portland, ME 04101.
Brazen young wizardess, 25, searching for male counterpart to haunt the
hollows of life. Wizard, bewitch me
with your intelligence, compassion,
strength and courage to be emotionally intimate. Come share my
broomstick and write CBW Box 416.
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Caring , sensitive, SWM, 47, seeks
trim, affectionate woman, same. age
or younger, from Portland, Lewiston
areas, who enjoys the arts , the
Coast, Boston, romantic weekend
get-aways and sharing new experiences in a long-term, loVing
relationship. CBW Box 406.
DWM, Professional desires serious
long-term commitment- wishes to
surrender ego to dominant SWF, 35+
Will
pleasure,
worship,
obey.
Portland area south, CBW 398 TPL II
22249.
Desperately seeking Jenny. I keep
seeing you alone in the theaters. The
last time was at the 3:55 showing of
"I Come In Peace" on 10/2 at the
Nic. Perhaps we could see a movie
"alone" together. John CBW Box
408, TPL II 22244.
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Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinemal
Brazen young wizardess, 25, searching for a male
counterpart to haunt the hollows of life. Wizard,
bewitch me with your intelligence, compassion,
strength and courage to be emotionally intimate.
Come share my broomstick and write CBW Box 416.

GWM The view of the room on the
third floor caught my eye and so did
you. Now I wish we could have said
Hello, but we didn't. Life is full of little
regrets. Let's not regret not saying
Hello. I would like to meet and get to
know you. How about if we meet at
the Portland Museum of Art, since
that's where we did see each other.
Would you like to meet at about the
same time, 8:00 PM, Thursday? (you
know where). Or please write . CBW
Box 412.
HE- educated, genUe, sensitive,
MWM, seeks similar HER, 45-70, for
long-term, sincere relationship. Contact CBW Box 409 , with interests
and expectations .
You're SlDWM SINCERE, honest,
stable, nice guy, homebody, somewhat old-fash ioned values. I'm 30's
mom, cute, petite, somewhat shy,
like movies, reading , home-life, walking. Will answer all . CBW Box 413.

SWM,38, active, healthy, outdoors
type would like to meet basic, caring,
natural, down-to-ilarth, granola type
woman with simple qualities and
values. Someone to get to know and
share a clean, healthy lifestyle with
and also become my best friend.
CBW Box 407.

y~u

dating services

r you have pIa::ed !Il 00 i1 the Caeco Bay weekly personals. yaz 00 is .
autorraticaIy entered n the PERSONAL OF1HE WEEK contest. We ere looking
for 005 that ae oea!ive, .,.,;tty a'ld fun. Wi1ners Wil receive thai" tickets i1 the maio
Halloween
so why not?
Guy seeks
female to accompany him for the night. He would
like to be a "she" and seeks her help
with clothing, make-up, etc. Any
ideas? Write with your interests and
let's go from there. P.O. Box 1734
Windham, ME 04062.

SWM, 31 , 51t.l0in., 175. good looking, professional with varied interests
and willing to try new things, seeks
adventurous, witty, SWF (25-30). to
share fun , life, and pOSSible
relationahip in Portland area. Please
send photo. Returned promptly and
letter. CBW Box 410.

LlVE-ONE·ON-ONE!
1-900-8200202. When you want a friend to talk
to, it's the only number you'll ever
need. $2.50 per minute.

SWM 31 , 5'9",140 home schooled
(TV, partying, role-playing mystify).
Felt women hated men; lived
thoughtfully ascetically. Loved nature, truth, music, family. Ufe regret
became joy. Now seeking non·smoking woman with inner life who wants
lover
and
traveling
companion .Shipping 2 of 3 months (back
November). CBW Box 391

Retired gendeman has home in
Maine & Florida; likes to travel.
Would like to meet (non-smoker)
lady in her upper 60's who likes the
same. P.O. Box 10883 Portland, ME
04104.
SM, 30 and very new to the gay
worfd wishes to meet BiM or GM with
humor and discretion for exploration
and play. Photo appreciated. CBW
box 418.

SWINELY SWINGERS (and others)
Who'll promenade, masquerade and
gorge their fill of Halloween Whole
Hog at Uncle Billy's Pig Pickin' Party
10/31 . Prizes, music and more. Admission Free. TPL II 22251 .

£.!l.uJ:!l:!.lIIlI!IT 800·633·6969
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Compatibles

With Casco Bay Weekly's Talking Personals
you can not only read the personals,you can also
listen to them and l eav e a message o f your own!

To listen to the Talking Personals in th is issu e,
just foll ow these simple instructions:
1. Dial 1·900·896·2824 from any touchtone phone.

Each C2li costs 9S¢ per minute, billed to your phone.
2. When the machine answcrs dial access cooe 22.
3. The machine will ask for a specific number
Enter the ''TPL' number listed at the end of
the ad you wish to respond to.
4. Listen to the recorded message· J and leave
you r response if you wish .
l

All caUs are screened. Obscene messageo wlU be deleted.
·PeNon-t~Person advertisers m ay choose not to
leave an outgoing m essage.

wANr TO KI LL

/(fLL ,

Ivr

ITJ

fTs THIS

FteL.IN6, AT LEAST CAN ~u uNDORSrAND
You, I'IRf RIiAOIN, THiS AND !IoU
HAve I-\IID TIl! FefLING, TI\£N YOV KNOW,

UlM? If'

DEAR MIIRWS,OEAR GIWIDIfIA, DE~ At.L

"''4 ~~NbS I AM lOl/lN G\lOll So 11\14'11
I\.IGIIT /'lOW ANO I /1M SOil-it"'.

=77lJ1i

3. But, don't exaggerate. If the condition is
perfect say so. If It is worn,. or used sligh~ly,
specify so. Readers may think your deal IS too
good to be true.
D~A~ tflO", /oJolO DeAR OIlD WILL YOLl EVEN
Non 'e? BoTH 0F ~oLl HI\1J E EVEN SAtD If
fo ft.'J FA'11 How Youll LIF~ WOIiL.b HI\Vf

4. Tell the price - don't be tempte~ t? waste
your time or the readers by advertismg
something they cannot afford.

!lEON fASIE'R. '/'-Ilf\\ NO MMU~S AND NO
ME!, DAD WHE RE ARE !iOLl? I DON 'HI/eN
KNOW. AWD MOM, iIIls SOLVES ONI: OF
YOIIR, Pltos LeMS. YOll 'tIIWTE 0 WHAT ?

5. Include the best time of the day to call.
Sometimes people will not call back if you
aren't horne to respond.

WilEN You
010 YO\(

Call Sharon Junken at:

775-6601
";'

business opps

..... .

BECOME
FINANCIALLY
INDEPENDENT WITHOUT LEAVING
YOUR HOME. New, exciting opportunity requiring no capital investment
and unlimited territories. PART TIME
or FULL TIME call 774-2382.

Portland
783-1500

employment

1·900·646·4646
Lleten to "-"nch of Voice Ads recorded
by SEX\, Men & Women who want to
..... t YOU - CALL US NOWI h'...... _ _ y
and Include. Voicemall for extra privacy.
U . 4~/mln .

I KNOW ~ou UNO~RSTIWO Mr, THIS It

""EEKLY

883-1066

HOT TALKING PERSONALS!

01' "\"f!.\IIN' lb FIGuRf lloU OILT,
Iov.~BF Irs TtIe PflOPL"~ MISTAKE of
IN6 !lOlA "'ItE 100'4 PER-FE"" AND IF T1i'NGS
S"C{tEW UP ITi auf!. OWN FAUt.T. Iil/I~BE !:Iou
';T 11\1'Q FeELING Too. If' ~ou Do, lBI:N

CascoBav

We're not just another
dating service.
We're Compatibles.
Call for a free consultation.

Always imitated but never equaled.

lAS Mot/E TO 6RANDMIIS.

Tllt~o

o 'l11il:.l.l4GJ1'tn.I~

6. Plac~ your ad in Casco Bay W~ekly
Classiheds! Over 44,000 people m the
Portland area can see your ad!!

You've seen me on Donahue and U.S.A. Today. As the oldest
dating service in N.E., we have introduced thousands of singles
with caring concern and affordable rates. Why not you?

Lewiston

M}J)'e

DOEM 600 IF you ~'{EN E,x. ",,0
OEAR GoO EVEN IF You DON'T. I /1M So

GtT IT? to:m'77Ai~lJ1ljfJlJi)7llJji' AA INC.REDIBr.e WO]l.I.D. MAII.L!lS I LOVEi
';lou MOST 0 F AI-L. LOVE lIND

stuff for sale

ASSEMBLERS
AND
SALESPEOPLE needed. Lucrative
income potential . 24 hours, 8831881 , leave message.
' e
RE SEARCH ASSIS TANT
,.
: InnovatiV

BIG MOVING SALE Waterbed, skis,
12-speed bike, furniture, clothes . etc.
Saturday Oct 20, 8 am-5 pm at 29
Richards~n St, Portland, behind Lincoin Junior High off Stevens Ave.

firm conducting health services and
epidemiology research seeks a parttime RESEARCH ASSISTANT with
computer and research experience.
B.A. required. Applicants send letter
of inte t and resume to : PublIC
Health Resource Group, Inc., 60
York Street, Portland, ME 04101 .
Small grocer looking for energetic,
well organized person for week-ilnd
hours. 774-8978.

COPYING MACHINE; Panasonic
FP-1300 copier with stand and two
trays. Approximately seven years
old. Runs well. Good for small office.
:$.:.150:..:.:.. ..:.o:...rb:...es_t__
off_e_r'.,..7__6:-1..
-7::-09::-;::3.'__:--:;:;-;Large Oak table- $45. ,13" Color TV$50. Queen-size handmade, 100%
cotton futon, $70. Moving, must sell.
.:C::aI::.'.:.773.:..:....-=220:..:.:.3.:.._ __ _ _ __

wheels
1985 AUDI 5000S.lvory, four door,
five speed. Car is too big. for just
one. Beautiful car for family. One
owner, Great condition and reliable.
Asking $5950. Call 828-0431 .
FREE ! FREE! FREE! Junk car
removal. Any condition, car carriers
available. Call 774-<J268.
For sale : 1983 Honda Prelude, blue,
automatic, 64,000 miles. Automatic,
sunroof, air conditioning, no rust,
new paint. $6000. Call Sara, days,
761-<)900, nights 773-5282.

biz services
College Student with truck available
to do odd jobs and moving. Very
handy and can fix most anything.
Experienced mover who will move
you for less. 774-2159 anytime.
BOOKKEEPING.
ACCOUNTING
AND
TAX
PREPARATION
for
businesses and individuals. High
caliber work at affordable rates. 17
years experience.Steve McCracken
Accounting Serivces 797-4510.
DOGWALKER - Dog needs more
exercise but you don't have the
time? 1'lI'walk and exercise it for you.
I am very responsible, experienced,
and good with dogs. Call Stuart for
arrangements, .879-0014.
HOME- OFFICE- CONDO- Don't
have the time to do those everyday
chores? Cleaning. Daily, weekly, and
monthly rates. References proVided.
Call us today for a FREE estimate.
879-7049.

M~g~

______________________________________________

JUST RESUMES. Let the experts
create a wi nning resume perfect for
you. Laser printing. Low rates. Satisfaction guaranteed. 772-6116.
Housesitter Needed??? Responsible, female law student seeks
housesitting in greater Portland area.
Experienced, references, willing to
pay utilities. To start October or
November. 934-4456 or 283-1879 .
Model, M,29, well built, 6 ft., dark
hair, mustache, seeks to pose for
female artists. Erotic art a specialty,
travel no problem . Please include
your phone number with area code.
CBW Box 394.
TYPING, resumes, papers, correspondence, reports, spreadsheets,
etc. IBM PS2. laser printer, Wordperfect, Lotus 1-2-3. Will work from your
disk if desired. Reasonable rates,
fast turnaround. Call Patti White 7730669

rates and fine print

for display classified (border ad) rates call CBW at 775-6601
RATES

All charges are per week.

More Into: (305) 565- 4455 , Ext. 5713

$ 7,00
Up to 30 words
31-45 words
9"00
46-60 words
11"00
Each additional word
.15
after 60

Talking Personals are a qu ick and easy way to
find out more about the person placing the ad,
to share more about yourself, or just to see
w ho 's o ut there.
Whenever you place a Person -to-Person ad in
Casco Bay Weekly, you will be assigned a
Talking Personal number (TPL), free! You can
leave an outgoing m essage so that o thers can hear
and leave messages of their own for you!

1l\e~ If '''TflltJ, Tl1
1/1'4 ~fFE IS OEUNr.

ABDUr.

Nor ft..~ LIFE I

2. Describe the item or service to get the
readers attention. Use all the descriptive
words you can.

"Thp Dating Servic e That Cares"

Weird but sweet man, 31 , with
ponytail , fountain pen and Converse
Hi-Top All Stars seeks wonderful,
smart woman for grassroots fun.
Photo appreciated (of your favorite
animal or wildflower). CBW Box 417.

ERS@NAL

CAN SA'J

tn'4SELF

404.

Gay Matching!

Feminist witch desires accomplice
for mayhem and madness. I am 38,
a writer and parent, socially and environmentally conscious. You are 3055, single with a sense of humor,
smoke and chem-free and enjoy nature, books, and stimulating conversation ; music camping and skinny
dipping. No Fundamentalists need
apply. CBW Box 415.
GWF looking for Ladies who look like
Ladies not men. If you're over 30
and want to laugh, have fun, yet, to
be able to be serious at times, lers
get together. Send phone number
and address. CBW Box 405, TPLII
22242.

Tired of the dating service, blind
dates and Ladies Nite, doing the bar
scene? Grab a pen, some paper, a
snapshot and a stamp. With heating
oil rising , stay warm this winter with
this wealthy, adventurous and wacky
SWM of 34. All replys amnswered
and photos returned. Looking for
your one and only? Then IIy the personals. Everyone else is. CBW Box

25

by Lynda Barry

1. Be clear about what you're selling.
Abbreviations may be clear to you, but not to
your prospective customers. Use brand
names wnenever possible.
A photo opportunity? I am a friendly,

1 ,( ..

Name
Address
City, Zip

Category _________
Total Number of Words _________
Basic Rate _________

Phone (days)' _________ (eves) ______.,..+ Extra Words at_~ Each _______
Complete payment must accompany.
all advertising. NO REFUNDS. There IS
a $10 charge for all returned checks.

CBW Box $5.00/Wk ____-:-:-___

No

Talking Personal Llne_--,C.....h.-a'_ge___
Check One,..O ..,0
COST PER WEEK ______

Bring or mail ads with payment to:
Multiply cost by number
Casco Bay Weekly
01 weeks ad will run __________
Classified Dept.
187 Clark Street
TOTAL DUE _________
Portland. ME 04102
o Check or Money Order enclosed
o VISA
0 Mastertard
Monday-Friday 9 to 5
Card.
Exp. date
or call 775-6601

DEADLINES
line Ids: Mollllay noon. DispllY Ids: Friday 5 p.llI.

POLICY

.

CBW will nol prinllds thll seek 10 buy or sell sexull sel'/lC8S for money or lOOn, or
ads with
sexull content.
will 101 prinl lull names, street addl1lSSeS,!lr
phone numbert in the PERSO~ TO PERSON se~ion .. PERSON TO PERSON dvertl~rt
musteitherplU'lile a Post Office Box number II lhetr~ or.~ \he CBW Box Semc:e.
An informatIon coACel1ling PERSON TO PERSON Idvertlsert II k~t Itricly
_l'/I$lhe right 10 calagorize, reluse 01 edit ads due 10
confilentill.
inappruprilll conlllllt, elc.

panuy

caw

caw

WHAT IS A WORD?

.

.

A word is collSidered I word when Hhis I spice on both SIdes. A pholll.mller IS
one word. PundultilMl is lree.

ERRORS

..

cow

-'-

.

I.... d

shall nol be liable for any typogrephical ell1lrt, omlSSlOlIS, or .... nges In .... 1
which do 10 Iftec:llhe nlue or content 0/ lheld or substantlilly chaRge \he mllnlng.

REFUNDS

.

. .... he

• bl

.... "-

Classified Ids Ire IOII-refundlble. Credit WIll be ISSU.. w 11'11 ••nor .. s_n
determined .
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roommates

body & soul
'Gay and Unhappy?' We are a group
of Christian men who have left the
Gay Life-style. Call if you think we
might be of help to you. Someone
will answer Monday evenings from
9:00 to 10:00; otherwise call and
leave a message about whon it
would be best for someone to get
back to you. Everything is strictly
confidential. 767-7138.
'THE
BEST CALENDARS IN
TOWN"- that's what they're saying.
Limited quantites ... DON'T DELAY!!
195 Congress Street between
Levinsky's and the Whole Grocer, 16 M-S.
'Deep Image Dreamwork ' Group
Active Imagination' Jungian Orientation' For more information call
Deborah 767-5240.
A weekly group therapy session is
now being formed to begi n on
November 6, focusing on cognitive,
emotional and behavioral issues of
WEIGHT MANAGEMENT. Topics
that will be discussed are self esteem, body image, stress-anxiety,
relationships, assertiveness, social
influence, life style and diet. For
more information call Dudley Davis,
M.A., Health Psychology, at 7610058.
Early AM, effective weight control
group to start October 18. Education
and support set you free! Licensed
and registered dietician with proven
track record leads upbeat and
educational therapy group, 7:30-8:30
AM, Thursdays in the Old Port.
Private weigh-ins, aocurate, concise
nutrition information. Work with your
life-style to accomplish your health
goals and life-weight maintenance.
Group limited to 8. Call for reservation, 828-1310, Joan E. Herzog,
R.D.,LD.
WOMEN'S HEALING GROUP 10
week journey of recovery through the
use of group process, bio-energetics,
Beginning
imagery and ritual.
November. Call Lynda Despres,
MSU, 883-5597.
SUPPORT GROUP for men and
women. Exchange fatigue and
thought additions for energy and
self-esteem through use of relaxation, meditation and psychic direction. Weekly meetings. Call Carole
Curran Director 871-0032
Betsy

;t

Hood, M.A.

Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor

I

Women'. Co-Dependence Groups
Now Forming

I

• Addictions

• Co«pendence
• Individual
• Groups

AFTER MACHISMO, WHAT? Men's
support group forming in Portland.
Tentative Wednesday evenings, 7-9.
Limited to 8 men. $20. fee. Issues
will include problems with intimacy
and commitment, the missing father,
changing roles of women. Facilitated
by Rick Lynch, psychotherapist in
private practice, active in Men's
Movement several years, who has
studied with Robert Bly & James
Hillman. 874-0681.
Couples Therapy Group now forming, Scarborough. Carole Burstein,
Ph. D., Jungian Therapist, David
Finkelhor Ph.D., Director- Family
Violence Research Laboratory, Durham, NH. For more information- 8834989.
GENDER STUDY GROUP- for men
and women to explore what it means
to have grown up being male or
female. Starting October 22, twice
monthly, Mondays 6:30-8:30 PM,
Portland. $3O.lsession. Call Carrie
Peterson, 773-9625 or Rick Lynch,
874-0681 for information.
INTEGRATIVE
HEALING
AND
WELLNESS: Explore the joy of healing from the inside out, from spirit to
the body. Professional alternative
health care practitioner draws upon
Christian, Eastern, and New Age
methods to assist in the restoration
of whole-person wellness. Practice
includes:
education,
conselling,
trans formative energy work -MariEI
and Healing touch- and guided
meditationstvisualizations for healing
and
relaxation.
Lisa
Love,
B.S.N.,R.N. 892-5878 M-F, 9-5.
Women
and
Relationships: A
Workshop using Jungian Typology
and Meyers-Briggs. November 17th.
tOam to 4pm. Portland area. Carole
Burstein, Ph.D. 883-4989, Patrica
Williams, M.D. 674-2112.

POLARITY REALIZATION
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
Scarborough, Maine
(508) 356-9376
Polarity Therapy is the healing science
of aligning the living energy fields of
the body. It is the healing art of
recognizing and working with the life
force to bring about
the highest level of
clarity, inner truth and vitality.
Our 160-hour Polarity Therapy
Certification Program meets one
weekend a month for 7 months,
beginning October.
The program covers all aspects of
polarity therapy with an emphasis on
personal transformation.
Approved by Maine Dept. Ed. Nurses
CEUs. Member APTA. ABMP affiliated
schooL Please call for information.

• Couples

(207) 829-3221
1 Middle Road
Cumberland, ME 04110

l

I r.

Psychotherapist

I .

• Life Transition' ReiatlOllsblP Addictions
• Self Esteem/Empowerment • Guided Parenting

871-9256

,,

UNLOCKING HUMOR AND FUN
We will break old patterns and open new strategies for fun and laughter
with guest performers. Espedally appropriate for those who
have begun recovery. Starts November. Call for brochure.

774-9512
Victoria D. Field

Human Development Consultant

ASROLOGY READINGS
PHVCHIC READINGS
Let the stars be your guide

TAROT READINGS
life changes, bUSiness changes

775·2077
9 am-9 pm da lly
756 Forest Ave . Portland

-

Men's Growth and Support Group
forming to explore a new definition of
maleness and reclaim the "Wildman'
within by moving toward a healthy
balance of masculine and feminine
and the qualities of strength,
courage, caring, giving, intellect and
passion. First meeting on November
12 at 7:30. Call Jay at 878-5907 for
more information,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Moving With Our Spirit Guides- a
one day workshop on Sunday, October 28, combining authentic
movement and expressive therapy
techniques. Discover and explore
those Spirits who touch and enrich
our inner Truths. Call Caroline Loupe
at 871-8274.
SHIATSU is the Japanese interpretation of Acupuncture. 8 week course
combining Self-Shiatsu with Yoga
begins October 9th. Learn to read
your own body, organ by organ.
Specific
Workshops
lor
Sinus/Headache Conditions, PMS,
'Proverbial Aches and Pains' begin
October 20th. For more information
or individual treatment call Ann Foster Tabbutt, SHIATSU PractitionerAOBTA, 799-9258
Therapeutic Massage. Ease tension
and relieve stress through the
benelits of massage. Nourish your
health
and
well-being.
Pam
Richards. C.M.T. 775-6636.
WHOLE FOODS COOKING CLASSES for folks in transition to a
vegetarian eating style. 3 sessions:
Tuesday, November 13, 20, 27$45.00 for all. Call 774-8889 for
more information and registration.

INTRODUCTORY
MYERS BRIGGS
TYPE INDICATOR
WORKSHOP
Led by
C. WAITE MACLtN M. DIY.
Thurwday, Nov.mll« 1, 111110
and
W8CIn_day, Nov_be. 7,111110
8:30 pm-II:30 pm
A Positive, Arftrmtng, USeful

experience
For brochu.. and information, can
773-1314

Apprentices are now being accepted
for innovative program, creating healing environments, hands on experience. For information call Bonnie
Vierthaler at Maybe Someday, 7733275.
Gay & Lesbian Begining Ballroom
Dance Class starts October 26. Ten
sessions. Maine Ballroom Dance,
614 Congress st. Call Diana at 7743373 for informatiOn/registration,
(leave message for call back).
LOOKING FOR THE CLAY? Studio
132 has it all! Continuing Pottery lessons, tile illustration, studio space
and kiln rental. Come join the funl
Studio 132, Portland, 772-4334.
WATERCOLOR INSTRUCTION- Individual or small groups. Beginner to
advanced. Day and Evening classes.
Inquire at Studio/Gallery or call 7720633-10a-5p. R.N. Cohen 547A
Congress Street, Portland.

animals
3 CFA Registered Himalayan kittens.
Beautiful bluepoints and blue
creams. 2 females and 1 male.
Ready October 14th. $250. Will take
deposits/payments.
Vetchedk
+
shots. 874-0462, Tim.

Ed Chanin

ASTROLOGY READINGS
ScaI'borougb, Maine

METAPHYSICAL READING from a
spiritual perspective offer insight and
practical application regarding your
current energy field, life lessons,
personal symbols and challenges.
Call Regina at 729-0241.

learning

Psychotherapy Center of Maine
Sarah J, Bulley, LCSW

I

Lesbian support group (leaderless)
in Portland-Brunswick-Lewiston area
seeking members age 35 and over.
Interested women, please write CBW
Box 411.

883·9255

2 GF looking for 3rd to share 3 bedroom duplex in the Deering Oakes
area. $213 rent + 1/3 utilities. Nonsmoker. 761-4061 (keep trying.)
ACT NOW!!! Roommate needed for
beautiful, fully furnished 2 bedroom
apartment. 1st floor, lireplace, cable,
washer/dryer. ONLY $200. month +
1/3 utilties. Call Kelly or Steve 7721904.
Active, responsible, NIS, sober·
female seeks same to share a great
sunny, city-view, heated apartment.
Available 11-10. $280. + 1/2 utilities.
Sorry, no pets. Call Cathy at 8791998.
CAPE EUZABETH. Seek 3rd
roommate for duplex near Fort Williams. Pleasant home, nice area, live
year round. Seeking someone
reasonably
quiet,
non-smoking,
responsible. $250. + utilities. Calf
767-1274 or 799-4006.
FALMOUTH -seeking one or two
roommates to share in non-smoking,
vegetarian,
meditating,
artistic
household. Three private rooms
available November lsI. Rent $400.
for one person or $500. for two persons, plus shared utilities. Call Lisa
878-8673.
Fabulous view on Munjoy Hill! Looking for NIS female to share sunny, 2
bedroom townhouse with quiet,
clean, professional femnle. Parking
WIW deck. $291. +utiltities. 7728178.
Female
(40)
Responsible,
reasonably neat and quiet wishes to
share your home or will apartment
hunt together. I have some furniture
and washer/dryer and will require
storage
space.
Portland,
So.Portland, Cape Elizabeth or
Scarborough. Call Eileen at 7745766 or 797-6084.
Female Roommate: Mature, quiet,
clean, to share large 2-bedroom apt.
1st floor, fireplace, WID, cable.
$200/mo + 1/3 uti!. Kelly or Steve,
772-1904.
GM seeking roommate for West End
apartment. Large 2 bedroom, dining
room, kitchen, bath, corner Brackett
+ Vaughn . $325. month. Heated plus
1/2 utilities. Call Roy 879-0372.
GM, looking to share completely furnished apartment. Large bedroom,
washer/dryer, cable, lots of privacy,
close to Old Port. Must see to ap·
preciate.
$325.1month
includes
everything. Call 775-2608.
Housemate wanted Male or Female.
Sunny, spacious, Woodford Comers
apartment with washer, outdoor
porch, and off-street parking . We are
two men and 1 woman. $155.00 per
month plus utilities and security
deposit. Call 871-7028 .
MlF-N/S Responsible for 2 rooms
available in three bedroom apartment Close to USM. No pets. $235 +
utilities. Security deposit. 828-1319.
Male/ Female roommate needed to
share large 3 bedroom apartment.
USM area. Fireplace, hardwood
floors . $312. month +1/2 utilities.
773-3364.
NORTH DEERING 10 room, 4 bedroom Colonial seeks 3rd MlF 25+.
Own living room, hardwood and tile
floors, french doors, large yard, parking, Washer/dryer, . $240. +1/3
utilities. 878-2312.
One female to share 2 bedroom
condo with one female + a cat. Back
Cove area. Deck, WID, basement
storage, off street parking, nonsmoker. $325.+ 112 utilities . Call 7610840.
PEAKS ISLAND- Female seeks
responsible MlF housemate. Large,
energy efficient, fully fumished home
in quiet, scenic setting near ferry.
Washer/dryer. Just $250.+ 1/2
utilities. 766-2690, leave message.
PROVIDENCE STREET. Male or
Female to share a house in Portland
with 2 men and their dogs. Nice
place, nice dogs. $285. + utilities.
Call George or Joel at 773-1215.
Portiand- I'm looking for a female/male non-smoker to share a 2 bedroom condo. Brighton Avenue area.
Washer/dryer, all applianced, convenient. $275/month plus 112 utilities
call 774-4916.

houses/rent
Private Beach with Mooring Rights 2
blocks from house in best South
Portland neighborhood. Looking for
NS,MlF to share sunny, spacious 3
bedroom house with active, young
professional. All amenities, including
WID, fireplace, hardwood floors.
$350.+ utilities. Please call 772-5000
(w) 767-4195 (h).
Professional,
politically
active
woman seeks female housemate,
30+. to share charming 3-bedroom
home with yard on West End. Must
be neat, responsible and tolerant 01
a1temative lilestyles. Non-smokers
only. No cats. $375Jmonth + utilities.
Call 774-7224, leave message.
RETIRED GENTLEMAN leaving for
Homestead around Nov.l. Would like
2 (Non-smOking) retired ladies in
their upper 60's or retired couple to
share expenses in my 3 bedroom, 2
bath home. Write P.O. Box 10883
Portland, ME 04104.
ROOMATE(S) sought. Spectacular
views of Portland skyline from this all
new
3
bedroom
apartment.
Washer/dryer, dishwasher, economical gas heat. free cable. $285. month
plus utilities. Call Scott 775-1522.
Responsible female housemate to
share my 7 room house in Portland.
Looking for a mature, non-smoker
who likes children and pets. Rent is
negotiable in exchange for some
child care of 9 year old girl. Single
Moms welcomed. References 7740004.
Roommate wanted to share
cious house located across
Gorham Campus. Female
smoker preferred, ages 23-26.
839-8405, leave message.

spafrom
nonCall

Roommate wanted. Spacious 2-bedroom apartment on Munjoy Hill. Off
street parking, outside deck. $290.
month includes heat. Call 775-1920
SOUTH PORTLAND: Professional
male roommate wanted (25-34) to
share charming 2 bedroom house
with professional 26 year old female.
One block from Willard Beach. $275.
plus 1/2 utilities, (oil heat). Call Tina
781-3165, days, 767-8017, eves.
Saco- One room cottage with sleeping loft. 20 minutes to Portland, 5
minutes to beach. Quiet, great for
one
person.
Well
insulated,
$300.lmonth plus utilities. 282-2499.
Seeking one responsible Male/·
Female roommate to share large,
beautiful oceanfront home in Cape
Elizabeth
with
2 professional
females. Four bedrooms, 2 baths,
washer/dryer, 2 wood stoves, oil
heat. View is unbelievable: front yard
is a private beach. Must see to
sppreciate. Smoking negotiable,
prefer no pets. $400. + 1/3 utilities.
879-2526,
days:
799-9607,
evenings. Janet.
Share my castle in the air. Female,
non-smoker, preferably vegetarian
wanted to share sunny turreted
Woodfords apartment. Off-street
parking. $290. includes heat +
utilities. 772-7793, 7-1-am, 8-11pm.
Two neat, non-smoking, Male/Female's wanted to share sunny, 4
bedroom with 2 active, 30 year old
graduate students. (1 away weekdays). Quiet, Wood fords area with
yard,
parking,
washer/dryer,
hardwood floors. 2 bedrooms available November lsI. $210.lmonth
+utilities. 775-2563.
West End Share Sunny apt. with
lefty, veggie, arty adults, cat and a
baby in beautifully renovated Victorian. Room is small, but cheap.
$183/mo. plus 1/3 utilities. 761-1810.

NEED A
ROOMMATE?

~

Classifieds can
let over 40,000
of Greater
Portland's
most interesting
people know!
For more information,
ca1l7~OI
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real estate

HOUSE FOR RENT- 3,4,or 5 bed- PEAKS ISLAND GET-AWAY. Award
rooms, 1 112 baths, large living and winning 3 season cottage was windining areas, kitchen complete with ner of the Met Home contest. And
Jenn-Aire stove and dishwasher. you'll see why! $128,000. Call Chris
Perfect for roommates or in-home Behan, 773-8224.
business. Cellar, garage and lots of SELLER WILL PAY CLOSING COST , . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
parking in Falmouth near Exit 10. for you on this delightful. renovated.
Easy commute to Portland or USM. 3 unit on the East End. $135,000.
797-2388.
buys yard, parking and ocean view,
Can you identify the eight
Peaks Island House for rent. Charm- too! Call Century 21 Balfour, Chris
Behan
773-8224.
melted
items at the right?
ing, 4-bedroom, fireplaces, furnished, WID, dishwasher. Convenient location, near beach.
1)
$G50/mo + util. 766-5722 or 3268090.

Meltdown

SUGARLOAF CHALET for rent by
the week-end, week and vacations.
Sleeps six. 773-0903 evenings.
SUGARLOAF SKI HOUSE for rent.
Three
bedrooms,
washer/dryer,
wood stove, close to mountain.
$4000. for season. Willing to buy
back time for reduced price. 7611667.

studio/rent
Artists' studios- join artists -photogs
-craftpersons in arts only building.
From $150/month includes sink,
heat, utilities. Also very large studio
(2,000 sq. ft.). 799·7890
STUDIOS in a place where all your
neighbors are artists- THE ARTISTS'
STUDIOS- a security minded, historical, downtown building restored
to meet the artist's needs, from pressed tin ceilings to life drawing
groups. All utilities included. No hidden costs. Call us today, 799-4759.

Don't let good space
go to waste,

2)
3)
4)

occupy
IT
wIth a display
classified ad in
Casco Bay Weekly,

Call 775-6601 for rate
information,

apts/rent

5)

6)

•

7)
8)
Can you solve the Real
Puzzle? There is a $20 gift certificate from Alberta's for the
first prize winner, The second
prize winner receives a $15 gift
certificate from Lola's Kitchen. Solution to Real Puzzle #40
Drawings are done at random,
Scottie, goatee, confetti,
Contestants are ineligible to Tito, Tecumseh - the list of
win more than one prize in a weird (and incorrect) solutions
four-week span. Only one en- to the T-leaves puzzle can only
try is allowed per person per be hinted at in this space.
week.
"Safety" or "Split T" or
All entries for this week's even "Eighty" are perfectly acpuzzle must be received by ceptable alternatives to "TO."
Wed., Oct. 24. The solution to "Tight end" is not.
this week's puzzle will appear
Hereisthecorrcctsolution
in the Nov. 1 issue of Casco to T-leaves:
Bay Weekly. Send your best
guess to:
1) T-shirt
2) T-bone steak
Real Puzzle #42
3) TV
casco Bay Weekly
4) E.T.
187 Clark Street
5) Mr. T

6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)

tepee
T,R. (Teddy Roosevelt)
TNT
T-square
Model T
TO, etc.

Apt. for Rent Bi-Ievel, one large bedroom, $400 heated. Pets OK. Coin
wid in basement, dishwasher. Near
busline, off Stevens Ave, behind Lincoin Junior High School. 871-1536 or
874-1097 nights .
EASTERN PROM- Best view in
Portland! Sunny, spacious, 2nd floor
apartment has EVERYTHING plus
parking. Ideal for sharing . Must see.
Available 11-1 . Relocating .871-0136,
leave message.
ELEGANT DANFORTH STREET. 1
or 2 bedroom, 3 marble fireplaces,
new kitchen, WID hook up, 1 parking
space, carpet, drapes, all utilities included. In-home office possible,
$1000. month. 774-1289. AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY!
OLD
PORT
ARMS, Unique
LOWER
EXCHANGE
STREET,
1 bed-

Professionals Look! SUnny, recently
painted, 3 bedrooms, 3rd floor,
hardwood floors, secure building,
parking, Grant Street, appliances,
gas heat. Security deposit, references. No pets. $5251month + utilities.
This week Jackie Dwyer of
_77_2-6_07_8_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Portland can order tea, or anySACe- 1st floor, 2 bedrooms with
thing else she likes, at Alberta's.
sunroom, washer/dryer, large bath
Mary-Esther Hannon may be
and parking. $540.lmonth. 284-9216.
SOUTH FREEPORT- Male/Female
teed-off because she didn't win
Professional 25+ to share house
first prize; if so, she can console
near harbor. Perfect for boat lovers.
herself at Lola's.
Porch,
fireplace,
garden,
washer/dryer. No smokers or pets,
please. $325Jmonth. Call 865-4558
(Don Rubin's book, BRAINafter 6 PM.
STORMS, was recently published
.::Si....
·x:.:.....:R....
oo-m-----,-3-be-dr-oom--ap-art-me-nt
Portland,
Maine
04102
by
Harper and Row.)
near Old Port. Sunny, modem
kitchen, space,
hardwood
lots of ' -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--.J
doset
quiet floors,
neighborhood.

room apartments now available.
Variety of styles, includes 2 levels
wlloft. Perfect location to SIll intown
activities and businesses. Unique architecture, WIW carpet, fully applianced kitchens, spacious rooms.
Rents range from $450- 525Jmonth
plus utilities. For more information
call SPECTRUM INC. 797-0223.
On the water- South Portland. Furnished 3 Bedroom with yard. No
Pets. Available 11-90 through 5-91 .
$550. Month + utilities. 871-0126.
PARK AVENUE - 2 bedroom with
great view 01 the Oaks, lots of light,
heat and hot water included. Available now for only $525/month. 7746363.

Available
IMMEDIATELY.
$550.lmonth plus utilities. 773-5074.
Spacious modem
1 bedroom
apartments available immediately.
Within walking distance 01 MMC and
Mercy
Hospital.
$425.
and
$500Jmonth plus utilities. Unique
style, hardwood floors, on-site
laundry. Lease, references, security
deposit required. Call 797-0223
weekday mornings.
Western
Prom
AreaNewly
renovated, 2-3 bedroom, 1st. floor
apartment. Lots of storage, gas heat,
$550.+ .Call 874-8004 or leave message. Available 11120/90 .
Woodfords Sunny one bedroom
apartment - hardwood floors, new
kitchen, wId, off-street parking,
fireplace, heat included. $550/month
+ uilities. 772-0561 leave message.

music lessons
Beginners, all ages, learn piano,
keyboards, drums in your home. No
recitals. Performance in Music
Recreation Programs with guest artists for Senior Citizens - optional.
Call Sandy, 772-5636, leave message.
LEARN TO PLAY GUITAR!! . Kathleen Austin, B.M. Berklee College of
Music, offers patient, experienced instruction and specializes in beginning and intermediate levels. All
ages welcome. 878-3618.

GUITAR LESSONS
from punlt {,() fun"
from be-bop 10 bip-bop
Jeff Weinberger

772-0208

•
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Ear1 was tired
of the singles
bars and
bowling nights
with the boys .. ,
Edna had
given up on
health clubs
and strategic
grocery
shopping ...
...50

they each took out ads
In

CascoBav
""EEKLY

Personals

Losing it?
Check
Casco Bay Weekly's
Lost & Found
classifieds,

.

and now
re parasailinQ on
Saturday and stripping furniture
on Sunday!

it could happen ••.
For more information
call Sharon Junken at
775-6601

.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.
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CYR INDUSTRIES, INC.

Electrical Contractors
a92.-0119

or

1-aOO-2.a7-~RE

p.o. Box 2123, No. Windham, ME 04062

~

OPENING
CELEBRATION
- Fri. - Sun. October 19 20 & 21

NE~

"'~s

OWNERSHIP'

MANAGEMENT,
MENU!

HAPPvl
HOUR

,

RESTAURANT

215 Foreside Road .. Falmouth Foreside" 781-4262
mon-thurs, 11:30-9" fri-sat, 11:30-10" sun 11:30-8

92 Exchange Street
Portland. Maine 0410 1
Phone 77 -WCOS

Open 7 Days a week

6 Special Drinks
only $ 1 .50 each!
White Zinfandel
Sea breeze
White Russian Vodka Collins
Margarita WooWoo Shot

*
*
*

•

*

*

*

*

Door Prizes from The Tub
Shop, Union Station Fitness,
Decktlle Footwear, Soho,
Silks & Greenery, Amore and
Total Impressions

Squire

"O!:!u~?~~

(J)
•

46 Markel Sueel
Ponland

774-5246

